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The study of active region structure for semiconductor lasers began in the 1960s. Most recently, 
quantum dot (QD) based lasers have attracted increasing attention. Modeling is crucial for the 
design of semiconductor QD-based lasers. Many attempts have been made to the macroscopic and, 
particularly, the microscopic modeling of III-V semiconductor QD as well as its applications 
during these decades. However, these proposed approaches use a very similar but outdated way to 
calculate the elastic strain field, referred to as one-step model, without rigorous consideration of 
the influence of the growth interruption in double-capping procedure, as the latter is currently used 
in epitaxial self-assembly for the control over the size of QDs. This thesis aims to contribute to the 
design improvements of QD-based laser applications through more accurate modeling. 
In this thesis, we have focused on improving the modeling accuracy by elaborately analyzing 
the elastic strain and quantum confinement potential. By applying this accurate modeling 
methodology, not only the general semiconductor QD-based lasers but also the structures with an 
interlayer/sublayer or tightly coupled QD ensemble can be numerically modeled, giving rise to the 
possibility for predicting the behavior and even structural design of lasers, paving the way to 
potentially novel applications. The following work has been done in this thesis. 
Firstly, we propose an accurate method of modeling a single QD, including a thorough so-
called two-step elastic strain analysis, by considering the influence of growth interruption. A series 
of settings in terms of the three-dimensional (3D) geometry of QD and surrounding matrix are 




the counterpart using the conventional one-step model. The electronic band structure is then 
calculated by using the strain-dependent eight-band k ∙ p method. The simulation results by using 
the two-step model are found in better agreement than one-step model in comparison with 
measurements. Moreover, the impact of the quaternary compositions of barrier material is, for the 
first time, systematically studied. 
Secondly, the two-step model is further extended to three- and multi-step analysis to model the 
structures with additional GaP ultrathin layer above or beneath the QDs. It is found that, instead 
of preventing the As/P exchange, the main impact of GaP interlayer/sublayers is enhancing the 
quantum confinement and thereby blue-shifting the emission peak. Based on the ability to 
efficiently shifting the spectrum, a new vertically chirped multi-layer structure is proposed. By 
simultaneously optimizing the interlayer/sublayer thickness and double-capping settings, a total 
gain spectral bandwidth of 245.7 nm (i.e. 30% increase) is predicted, and peak wavelength is 
shortened to 1510 nm (i.e. 70 nm blueshift, in comparison to the case without interlayer/sublayer). 
Thirdly, laterally and vertically coupled QDs are modeled to investigate a variety of coupling 
effects in the active region of lasers. In particular, multi-step strain analysis is applied to the 
modeling of closely stacked QDs to reproduce a more realistic unidirectional compressive strain 
accumulation, evidenced by the morphological observation of cross-section images obtained from 
measurements. A “quasi continuum band” formed by the mixing of bonding and antibonding states 
is found, giving rise to the possibility of emission at excited state (ES) instead of the ground state 
(GS). Using this feature, a new laser structure allowing two-state lasing under continuous wave 
(CW) electrical pumping is proposed for the first time and characterized through the simulation of 
spectral linewidth and relative intensity noise (RIN). The new structure exhibits lower (i.e. −130 
versus −110 dBc/Hz) integrated RIN compared with the conventional counterpart under relatively 
high CW current injection. 
Overall, this thesis sheds light on new device physics and provide guidelines to realize QD-
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chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE), chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) 
etc. [4] These refined growth techniques allowed better control over the fabrications of more 
complex and featured double heterostructures, such as superlattices, quantum wells (QWs) [5], 
nanowires, quantum dashes (Qdashes), and quantum dots (QDs). It should be clear that, since then, 
the key advantages (e.g. more engineerable electronic properties of gain region, reduced threshold 
current densities and temperature sensitivities of devices) came about from the reduced 
dimensionality (i.e. approaching to de Broglie wavelength of the carrier), quantum confinement, 
and density of state (DOS). The underlying physics is discussed in Chapter 2. For instance, first 
proposed in 1982 by Arakawa and Sakaki [6] and first implemented in lasers in 1994 by Kirstaedter 
et al. [7], it have been proven that for laser applications, QD lasers with delta-function-like DOS 
can offer superior properties to the common QW lasers in terms of high temperature insensitivity 
of threshold current [6], low threshold current density [8], high spectral purity, enhanced 
differential gain, and chirp-free characteristics [9]. The flexible and engineerable inhomogeneous 
broadening of gain introduced by the distribution of QD size is another interesting feature, 
depending on the specific applications in which the QDs are utilized [10]. Thus, although currently 
showing good performance for QW as the gain medium, QD is considered more promising in the 
advanced optoelectronics domain for better performance and economic viability. Since the 
Stranski−Krastanov (SK) growth mode was used to fabricate self-assembled QDs [7], these III-V 
(or II-VI) semiconductor “artificial atoms” have attracted a lot of attention in the community; 
naturally, computational modeling of the nanostructure has become more than a research subject 
in academies and laboratories, but also aroused the intensive industrial interest due to its predictive 
character in structural designs (i.e. the surrounding material chosen, the size and shape of QDs, the 
dot layer number, the distance between the stacked layers, etc.) and further optimizations. Notably, 
the strain introduced by self-assembly causes a tetragonal distortion of the unit cell, thus results in 
a significant modification to the electronic structure of nanostructures. Therefore, except for 




a wider range of lasing wavelengths and more tunability of electronic properties of the structure 
[11]), the use of strained layers also bring about the complexity and challenge of numerical 
simulation: More than ever before, it requires a comprehensive knowledge to deal with the 
modeling for predicting the electronic properties and optical spectra. 
1.1.1 QD lasers in optical communications 
Material systems: Since the first InGaAs/GaAs QD laser was demonstrated in 1994 [7], great 
effort has been devoted to the QDs grown on GaAs substrate (i.e. GaAs-based QDs), which has 
successfully brought the self-assembled InAs/GaAs QD lasers commercialized in two decades [12]. 
Nevertheless, since the GaAs-based QD lasers usually emit in the O-band (1260–1360 nm) 
telecommunication window, there has been a growing interest in another key type, the InAs/InP 
QD lasers, which is more promising for the applications working in the C-band (1530–1565 nm) 
to reach long-haul optical communications. However, it is still a challengeable work to make the 
epitaxially grown InAs/InP QD as a perfect material system, due to relatively smaller lattice 
mismatch (3.1%) compared with InAs/GaAs (6.7%), resulting in a larger QD size distribution and 
thereby a reduced peak gain, from typically 100 cm-1 in ideal QD system to about 20 cm-1 [11, 13]. 
Moreover, the smaller lattice often leads to the formation of unexpected bigger dots, or elongated 
dashes, resulting in their emitting peak at a wavelength longer than ~1.6 µm easily at room 
temperature (RT) [14]. Other systems, such as II-VI and nitride-based QDs, are not discussed in 
this thesis. 
In terms of the material of the barrier layers, there are two main material systems used in the 
structures of InAs QDs grown on InP substrate: InAs/InGaAlAs/InP and InAs/InGaAsP/InP. These 
quaternary alloys are grown either on (100) or (311)B InP substrates, which require a match 
between the lattice parameter of barrier layers to substrates by simply adjusting the relative ratio 
of Ga and Al (or Ga and As), to prevent formation of defects or dislocations thus degradation of 
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survives in the cavity, and all other side-longitudinal-modes are suppressed, while the ultrashort 
pulse laser aims to incorporate as many as possible modes in the active medium. There are different 
approaches to realize single-wavelength lasing in the SFLs, determined by the specified 
requirement of the application. The most straightforward solution is reducing the inhomogeneous 
broadening, thereby narrowing the spectral range of gain as much as possible, and the gain peak is 
tuned at the wavelength of resonator mode by effective control of either the average size of QDs 
or the composition of surrounding material. Therefore, this type of SFL benefits from the atom-
like DOS (e.g. low temperature-sensitivity, high spectral purity and differential gain) of ideal QD 
scenario (i.e. an ensemble of totally identical QDs, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2), at the expense of 
achievable tunability of lasing wavelength. A typical and extreme application realized by using 
this approach is the single-photon source [21, 22], a key building block of quantum communication 
and quantum information processing (QIP). Since being in very high demand for the 
indistinguishability of emitted photons, the performance of the QD single-photon sources is not 
only susceptible to the uniformity of QD size, even to the in-plane symmetry of QD geometry, as 
the latter is the source of fine-structure splitting (FSS). Another category of SFL called broadly-
tunable laser does not require a reduced inhomogeneous broadening. In contrast, in order to take 
advantage of achievable tuning range, intentionally increasing the level of inhomogeneous 
broadening thus resulting in wider gain bandwidth is quite essential. With such wide achievable 
spectral range in gain medium, the wavelength tunability can be demonstrated through employing 
an external cavity (e.g. diffraction grating or FBG) [23] or embedding an internal grating into the 
laser (i.e. DFB or DBR lasers) [24]. An example of communication applications is the tunable local 
oscillator (LO) used in the coherent detections [25]. Fig. 1.3 summarizes the progress of tunability 





Fig. 1.3 Chronological progress in RT tunability ranges in CW tunable InAs/GaAs QD lasers 
with chirped (blue) and unchirped (black) QD layers [20]. 
Essentially, although the second type of SFLs and ultrashort pulse lasers have very different 
key performance indications (i.e. tuning range and linewidth for the SFLs, emission bandwidth 
and pulse width for the ultrashort pulse lasers), in terms of the active media, they have the same 
prerequisite (i.e. a very broad bandwidth of gain), which is opposite to the first type of SFLs. The 
ultrashort pulse laser is also referred to as the mode-locked laser (MLL) or coherent comb laser 
(CCL). InAs/InP MLLs as compact and low-cost transmitters are of great interest for high-speed 
and long-range fiber optic communication systems, e.g. dense wavelength-division-multiplexing 
(WDM) technology [26]. In MLLs, the mode-locking is achieved by a superposition of multiple 
longitudinal modes with fixed relative phase, resulting in a periodic train of optical pulses. The 
more modes with synchronized phases are incorporated in the cavity, the shorter width the pulses 
have [27]. Thanks to the inherent inhomogeneous nature and ultra-broad gain profile, QD MLL 
exhibits an improved ability to generate a high repetition rate and short duration pulses [28, 29]. 





Fig. 1.4 Chronological progress in (a) achieving ultrabroad emission bandwidth, and (b) 
reduction in pulse width of InAs/InP QD (squares) and Qdash (triangles) MLLs at RT [30]. 
The passive mode-locking was commonly thought to only occur in a two-section structure (i.e. 
with a gain section and a saturable absorber). Recently, on the contrary, the mode-locking has also 
been found in single-section Qdash- and QD-based Fabry-Perot (FP) lasers under CW bias without 
a separated reverse-biased absorber [31, 32]. This single-section structure allows significantly 
reduced bulky size, complexity, and simplified fabrication process as well. However, the 
underlying physics of self-pulsing and self-generated mode-locking in the single-section QD lasers 
has not been fully understood yet. On the other hand, increasing inhomogeneous broadening 
implicates a deviation from the ideal QD scenario (see Fig. 1.2), and thus, to some extent, leads to 
an increase in transparency and threshold current and a reduction of the modal and differential gain 
[33, 34]. High modal and differential gain are expected to overcome the optical loss. Otherwise 
broadband gain is still impeded by the loss. This suggests that there is a tradeoff between the 
threshold current, the modal gain level and the gain spectral bandwidth, which is more complicated 
situation compared with the first type of SFL in terms of the structural design, and thus the in-
depth study and computational modeling are more essential. Especially for long-haul optical 
communication applications, this tradeoff is even more crucial in InAs/InP material system with 




brought by natural dot-size dispersion is not a perfect solution; by contrast, a flattop-shaped gain 
spectral profile can be engineered by careful design to great advantage in MMLs and broadly-
tunable SFLs. Last but not the least, emitting peak at a wavelength longer than ~1.63 µm at RT is 
another obstacle to broaden the net modal gain bandwidth, as the majority of energy at longer 
wavelength is easily dissipated in long-haul transmission due to the high optical loss. 
1.1.2 State of the art in QD lasers 
Many innovations based on the growth process of QDs have been proposed for different purposes. 
In the following, they are briefly introduced. 
One direction of development is to take advantage of the quantum confinement effects of QD 
(i.e. the first type of SFL) fully, that is, to reduce the inhomogeneous broadening as much as 
possible. The most immediate way would be by reducing the size dispersion. The double-capping 
procedure method, based on the SK growth mode and discontinuous capping management, is the 
most popular to reduce the size dispersion and the overgrowth of self-assembled QDs during the 
past decade [35-40]: As illustrated in Fig. 1.5, the dots are partially capped with a thin barrier layer, 
referred to the first capping layer (FCL), then they are followed by a short growth interruption (i.e. 
exposure under AsH3 + PH3), and finally they are capped with the second capping layer (SCL). 
The dot height corresponds exactly to the thickness of FCL in given thickness range (i.e. below 
3.5 nm, reported by Ulloa et al. [37]). Thus, except for enhancing the modal gain aforementioned, 
the double-capping method allows very accurate control of the QD height, which can be applied 
to tune the emitting wavelength of laser sources. The disadvantage of this technique is that we 
cannot take care the symmetric properties of QDs when dealing with the InAs/InP material system, 
and the resulting elongated QDs lead to larger FSS that is not ideal enough for making single-
photon sources. Most recently, Müller et al. demonstrated that InAs/InP QDs grown by droplet 
epitaxy (DE) could be an advantageous alternative and could exhibit very low FSS [21]: Consisting 




these droplets to transform to InAs QDs by MOVPE, the DE technique was not restricted by the 
lattice mismatch conditions, thus strain-free and highly symmetric InAs/InP QDs are allowed. 
 
Fig. 1.5 Schematic illustration of double-capping procedure [41]. 
The other direction to improve the performance of QD lasers, in contrast, is to engineer further 
broadening of the gain not only within a dot layer but also from layer to layer. Based on this idea, 
the non-identical or chirped multi-layer structure has been proposed, mainly used to create high 
performance broadly-tunable SFLs, MLLs, and LEDs [42-45]. The chirped layers can be achieved, 
e.g. by manipulation of the InAs QD deposition or by variation of the barrier composition [28, 46-
48]; however, both approaches were not perfect: The former led to undesirable high variations on 
areal density and radiative efficiency from layer to layer [49, 50], and the latter required 
sophisticated control over mismatch conditions and intermixing between QDs and surrounding 
materials. Therefore, the double-capping technique is the best candidate to deal with the tradeoff 
in chirped layers, so that broadband and high power can be concurrently achieved: By varying the 
thickness of FCL in each active layer, on the one hand, very broad coverage of spectral distribution 
is realized. By limiting the dot size dispersion in each active layer, on the other hand, a maximum 
modal gain is reached. Last but not the least, the spectral contributions of different active layers 





Inserting an ultra-thin GaAs or GaP interlayer/sublayer between QDs and upper/lower barrier 
layers, which has been proven a more effective way to shift the gain and photoluminescence (PL) 
spectrum of InP-based QD to C-band, improves the blue-shifting range of laser sources [51-53]. A 
smaller amount of GaP was required to obtain the same wavelength blue shift compared to GaAs 
[52]. In addition, the use of interlayer/sublayer allows better control over stacked QDs areal density, 
overgrowth, and size dispersion brought by the strain accumulation between the dot layers. 
Combining the double-capping procedure and employing a GaP interlayer/sublayer, Poole et al. 
were able to stack 1 to 10 dot layers without any change in PL peak wavelength or PL linewidth 
[35]. However, the present theoretical study on the exact influence of interlayers/sublayers is not 
sufficient and complete, and no physic model of InAs/InP QD lasers engineered by 
interlayers/sublayers has been applied to predict the emitting wavelength successfully. For instance, 
in order to explain the phenomenon of PL blue-shifting caused by the interlayer/sublayers in the 
most previous work [35, 51, 52, 54], the wavelength blue-shifting has been attributed to the 
stronger Ga–P or Ga–As bond introduced by ultra-thin GaP or GaAs interlayer/sublayers, thereby 
resulting in a weaker As/P exchange between InAs QD layers and InGaAsP barrier layers. This 
weaker As/P exchange leads to a smaller average QD size, compared to no GaP/GaAs 
interlayer/sublayer used, as illustrated in Fig. 1.6 (a)−(b). Intuitively, the explanation sounds 
plausible; however, it may contradict the measurement results in [35]: If the smaller dots and 
shorter PL peak wavelength are related to stronger molecular bond, then the blue-shifting of RT 
PL spectrum in [35] is supposed to be prevented by double-capping process, which forces the InAs 
QD heights to be identical, no matter if a GaP/GaAs interlayer/sublayer is used or not, as shown 
in Fig. 1.6 (c)−(d). In short, good knowledge about the exact influence of interlayer/sublayer along 
with an associated model is still in demand for developing novel structures. 
Last but not the least, QDs are generally implemented to practical devices in the form of 
vertical multilayer stack to increase the small modal gain of a single layer heterostructure, in which 




[55-61], the QD size lateral and vertical homogeneity [62-64], the multi-stacking alignment [65, 
66], and stacking-layer number (SLN) are the main parameters [67, 68], and a variety of 
customized QD stacks have been proposed for various purposes, e.g., increase of absorber or gain 
medium volume [69], generation of quantum entanglement [70], quantum information processing 
[71], tuning of the transverse magnetic (TM)/transverse electric (TE) polarization ratio [72, 73], 
arising from the tuning of aforementioned structural parameters, particularly the spacer thickness 
which simultaneously affects the morphology and various coupling mechanisms. 
 
 
Fig. 1.6 Schematic illustration of (a) inflation of uncapped QD size due to As/P exchange, (b) 
being stopped by additional ultra-thin interlayer/sublayer due to stronger covalent bonds, 
and (c)−(d) difference in QD height being even out after double-capping procedure. 
1.1.3 Overview of modeling 
Due to the complexity and the nonlinear nature of the underlying physics, the computational 
modeling of QD laser dynamics is important but also difficult. In distinction to other laser 
structures, semiconductor QD lasers are characterized by some unique features (e.g. quantum 
confinement, engineerable strain, and inhomogeneous broadening) that have to be reflected in 
realistic computer models. In order to analyze the optical and electronic properties of the various 




microscopic and macroscopic approaches, as summarized in Fig. 1.7. On the one hand, the main 
objective of the microscopic modeling is simulating the semiconductor QD gain structure of lasers, 
i.e. constructing a single QD (with various shapes, dimensions, compositions, etc.) embedded in 
various surrounding materials, or stacking several QD layers to include the coupling effects, and 
taking into account the elastic strain distribution and the effects of piezoelectric (PZT) potential in 
and around the dots, then calculating the electronic band structure (e.g. see [74-77] for InAs/InP 
system, [78-84] for InAs/GaAs system, [83, 85] for InP/GaInP system, and [79, 86] for an universal 
system). As a fundamental and the core part of the microscopic modeling, the calculation of 
electronic bands was implemented by utilization of various semi-empirical approaches, e.g. the 
tight-binding theory [76, 87-90], the pseudopotential theory [75, 91, 92], and the k ∙ p formalism 
[74, 77-79, 81-84]. Details are discussed in Chapter 2. 
 
Fig. 1.7 Overview of the commonly applied approaches for describing the gain medium with 
semiconductor QDs (i.e. microscopic modeling) and the optical field dynamics in the scale of 
diode laser (i.e. macroscopic modeling). 
































laser models and taking into account the geometrical and physical setup of entire devices, the 
macroscopic modeling based on the semiclassical framework has concentrated on analyzing the 
scattering process of particles (i.e. electron and hole), particularly statistics of spontaneously and 
excitedly emitted photons in each energy state, e.g. ground state (GS) and excited state (ES) using 
rate equations (see [93, 94] for InAs/InP system, [95, 96] for InAs/GaAs system), or describing 
the exact electromagnetic (EM) wave using travelling-wave equation propagating in the cavity 
(see [97] for InAs/InP system, [98-101] for InAs/GaAs system). The approach chosen depended 
on the specified demand for modeling goals and the required computing resources. For instance, 
time-domain travelling-wave (TDTW) method offers a flexible and expandable tool appropriate 
to deal with the coupled dynamics of intra-cavity optical fields and active gain material, therefore 
particularly suitable for the diode lasers composed of complex structured cavities (e.g. DFB lasers), 
or simple ones (i.e. FP lasers) but characterized by the nonlinear properties consisting of carrier 
dynamics (e.g. spectral hole burning and four-wave mixing), spatial effects (e.g. spatial hole 
burning and self-focusing), and thermally induced changes of gain medium. 
In a nutshell, microscopic modeling was applied to calculate the state-resolved interband 
transition energies (i.e. in frequency or wavelength domain), thus some experimental results 
irrelevant to time (e.g. PL peak wavelength) can be compared with the model; macroscopic 
modeling enables giving dynamics (i.e. in time domain), e.g. amplitude modulation response of 
free-running QD lasers (without TDTW) [102], or even spatio-temporal predictions, e.g. optical 
pulse width of MMLs (with TDTW) [97]. It should be clear that the microscopic and macroscopic 
models do not have to be combined and can be applied independently, determined by the specified 
targets and computing resources; however, in some cases, the microscopically analytical treatment 
is a prerequisite for the macroscopic study when experimental data of electronic band structure or 
transition energy are unavailable. Recently, Kayhani et al. have demonstrated a modeling method 
combining the microscopic and reservoir approaches to investigate the relationship between the 




1.1.4 Structural characterization 
Structural characterization is a necessary step after the growth process. The quality of growth itself 
can be evaluated by structural characterization, which is determined by the control over the strain. 
In addition, key properties of epitaxially self-assembled QDs (e.g. size, shape and composition) 
can also be obtained as the input parameters used in the microscopic modeling. Thus, the 
techniques of structural characterization are fundamentally important for further 
studying/modeling their electronic/optical properties even on the atomic level, and thereby 
improving their performance. In what follows, we highlight widely used techniques and explore 
the morphological effects due to the strain. 
 
Fig. 1.8 Schematic illustration of STM and X-STM techniques. 
Direct imaging methods: The aforementioned AFM plan-view measurements, based on the 
scanning probe microscopy (SPM), are only performed on uncapped QD samples (e.g. see Fig. 
1.1). It is currently a well-established technique in surface science to diagnose the morphology of 
fabricated QDs’ surface on the atomic scale. The main advantage of the AFM is, compared with 
the cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy (X-STM) as will be introduced later, it is a 
nondestructive method allowing a high resolution (~0.1 nm) in the growth direction. In addition, 




oxidation and DE techniques [104]. However, the disadvantage should also be addressed that, as 
said, it can only measure the upper-most uncapped dot layer, which may not reflect the actual 
morphology of encapsulated QDs due to the different strain environment, thus misleading the 
further modeling. 
In order to probe the structure of the internal QDs as well as the barrier layers between 
neighboring dot-layers (i.e. spacers), the X-STM has been proposed to perform on surfaces 
prepared by in-situ cleavage, as shown in Fig. 1.8. It can provide the actual size, shape and 
composition of encapsulated QDs (e.g. see Refs. [105, 106]), in particular, the accumulated strain 
distribution in vertically stacked QDs (e.g. see Refs. [107, 108]), as their findings are illustrated in 
Fig. 1.9. Furthermore, the X-STM, along with another version of STM (i.e. scanning tunneling 
spectroscopy: STS), enables direct visualization of probability density (i.e. |𝜓(𝒓)|2) thanks to its 
spectroscopic ability [109, 110]. The so-called wavefunction mapping techniques investigate the 
spatial standing-wave pattern in InAs QDs associated with the lowest energy states close to the 
conduction band edge, as shown in Fig. 1.10. However, the major limitation in using STM comes 
from that the sample must be electronically conductive, which means plating or spurting is often 
required for the measurements of semiconductor nanostructures. 
 
Fig. 1.9 (a)−(c) X-STM characterization of InAs/InP (100) QDs gives an average QD height 
of ~2.4 nm and a diameter of ~35 nm [105]. (d)−(h) X-STM images of InAs/InP (100) QD and 
wetting layer (WL) obtained at a bias voltage of −1.5 V, giving a critical layer thickness (CLT) 
of ~2 monolayers (ML) and an almost homogeneous compositional distribution in QDs [106]. 
(i) X-STM image of InAs/InP (100) QDs from a tenfold dot structure obtained at a bias 
voltage of −2.4 V, implicating by bottom-top nonidentical sizes the significant influence of 





Fig. 1.10 STS data of three different InAs/GaAs (100) QDs with various heights and spatial 
distributions of probability density associated with the lowest energy states close to the 
conduction band edge [110]. 
A promising alternative is the transmission electron microscopy (TEM), operating on similar 
basic principles to those of an optic microscope, where electrons are used instead of light. In 
scanning TEM (i.e. STEM), a highly coherent beam of electrons is focused on a probe and is 
scanned point by point across a thin sample prepared to thickness (d < 200 nm) so that electrons 
can transmit through it to form an image. The main strength of STEM is, without a cleavage as X-
STM requires which may change the strain distribution formed during QD growth, STEM can 
provide the information about fully buried QDs with original displacement fields (except those 
exposed QDs due to the segment). Therefore, the high-resolution STEM (e.g. high angle annular 
dark field: HAADF) imaging techniques have been proven to be powerful tools for the quantitative 




ability of visualization of 3D properties by electron tomography, as shown in Fig. 1.12. 
 
Fig. 1.11 HAADF STEM cross-sectional image of part of a single InAs/InP (100) QD 
overgrown with 1.7 ML of GaAs interlayer prior to be fully overgrown with InP [111]. 
 
Fig. 1.12 Reconstructed 3D tomography image of a buried InAs/GaAs QD and its respective 
2D cross-section images. The specimen was prepared as a nanopillar, so that rotating imaging 
was enabled [112]. 
Diffraction methods: As an end, three diffraction methods are briefly introduced here [113]. 
Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) is a highly surface-sensitive ultra-high 




used for monitoring of the MBE growth. Reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy (RAS) enables the 
monitoring of asymmetrically dielectric properties of the surface. At last, X-ray diffraction 
provides a useful tool for the measurement of alloy composition in InGaAs WL. 
1.2 Overview of Thesis 
1.2.1 Motivation 
In this thesis, the research focuses on developing a framework consisting of both microscopic and 
macroscopic models. Thus a theoretical description of the spatio-temporal dynamics in a given 
structure can be obtained. Existing modeling approaches are revised and extended to account for 
the challenging requirements imposed by the improved gain and cavity designs. Special attention 
is paid with regard to quantum-confined gain structures. Thus, the theory of semiconductor QD 
lasers is able to be continuously revised and sequentially adapted to the novel techniques and 
growth procedures, such as double-capping procedure and the use of interlayer/sublayer, which 
have been described in the previous sections. It is important to clear up at this point is the fact that 
strain distribution is calculated under the assumption that dot is already formed in most previous 
work [74-76, 78-80, 114], referred to as one-step modeling method hereinafter. In this one-step 
model, the upper and lower barrier layers and the QD together with the wetting layer (WL) are 
treated as a single body. This conventional strain analysis method might be valid for the 
continuous-capping growth scenario. However, it does not consider the widely used double-
capping growth procedure to date, which may degrade the accuracy of modeling. To overcome the 
limitations and problems in the one-step model, a preliminary two-step modeling method was 
proposed by Kuo et al. for InAs/GaAs, rather than InAs/InP self-assembled QD system [115]. 
Unfortunately, the details of the two-step model are not given carefully, and the model is difficult 
to be followed and applied directly to this study. Besides, the actual impact of double-capping 
procedure on the strain profile and thereby on the quantum confinement has never been clarified 




Furthermore, on the basis of the microscopic model with revised strain analysis, we aim to 
optimize the aforementioned laser applications (i.e. tunable SFLs and MLLs) mainly for 1.55 μm 
optical communications by developing the active structures with chirped and unchirped QD layers. 
In regards to the macroscopic model, we concentrate on obtaining a quantitative understanding of 
the interaction between the nonlinearity of gain medium and the intracavity light field dynamics 
in the defined FP edge-emitting laser (EEL) structures. The simulations of key performance 
indications, e.g. relative intensity noise (RIN) and phase noise, are also desirable. 
1.2.2 Original contributions 
This thesis contributes to the advancement of knowledge in the field of QD optoelectronics, 
including: 
1) Proposition and application of an improved two-step elastic strain analysis based on the 
realistic growth process including an interruption, to the modeling of a three-dimensional self-
assembled QD with the arbitrary variations of shape, size, and compositions in both dot and 
the surrounding matrix. 
2) Modeling and simulation of the ultra-thin GaP interlayer/sublayer based on extending the two-
step strain analysis to multi-step analysis, so that the physics of emitted wavelength blueshift 
in InAs/InGaAsP/InP QDs is straightforwardly revealed without additionally complicated 
theory, e.g. As/P exchange process. 
3) Application of modeled interlayer/sublayer to the design of a vertically chirped multi-layer 
structure allowing the significant broadening of gain spectrum through the joint action of well-
designed variation in the QD height and interlayer/sublayer thickness. 
4) Modeling and simulation of the laterally and, in particular, vertically coupled QDs to carefully 
isolate and identify each coupling mechanism and its influence through the variation of inter-
dot distance, dot size homogeneity and alignment, etc., based on the realistic growth process 




5) Application of modeled closely stacked QD active layers to an FP EEL allowing for the first 
time the spectrally two-state lasing under CW electrical pumping at RT, which is not possible 
in the counterpart with comparatively large spacer. 
6) Characterization of the two-state laser through the simulation of spectral linewidth and RIN. 
1.2.3 Thesis outline 
This thesis starts with the introduction, as given in Chapter 1. The remaining major content consists 
of four chapters, which are arranged in order of the modeling process, i.e. “microscopic → 
macroscopic,” and “theory → application,” outlined as follows: 
In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of microscopic modeling approaches are reviewed. This chapter 
starts with the important Bloch’s theorem in semiconductor, and several approximations are 
applied to make the computational cost acceptable. The advantages of QDs are illustrated through 
the introduction of the density of states. As the focus of this thesis, the influences of elastic strain 
distribution, as well as the resulting piezoelectricity on the electronic band structure, are related to 
the SK growth mode. Detailed strain-dependent Hamiltonian based on the eight-band k ∙ p method 
is presented. COMSOL Multiphysics and its operation are also introduced. 
In Chapter 3, the fundamentals of macroscopic modeling approaches are reviewed. The 
important properties of the characterization of quantum confined devices such as the optical gain 
and the spontaneous emission spectrum are introduced. 
Chapter 4 starts with the comparison of an improved two-step model and one-step model with 
a conventional strain analysis. Based on the new strain model, the aforementioned modeling 
approaches are sequentially applied first to a 3D self-assembled QD with variations of shape and 
size to investigate the influences on optical properties, then to a QD ensemble to include the lateral 
and vertical coupling effects. 
In Chapter 5, three potential applications of our modeling method are proposed to ameliorate 




(for tunable SFLs and MLLs), and spectrally dual lasing possibility (for a variety of high-
performance applications). 
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structure has the form 
 𝜓(𝒓) = 𝑒𝑖𝒌∙𝒓𝑖𝑢𝑘(𝒓), (2.1) 
where 𝑢𝑘(𝒓) is the oscillatory part of wavefunction repeated throughout the structure with the 
same periodicity of the atomic potential 𝑉(𝒓), as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. At any lattice site 𝒓𝑖, the 
amplitude of 𝜓(𝒓) is determined by a slowly varying plane wave 𝑒𝑖𝒌∙𝒓𝑖, which is characterized by 
a Bloch wavevector of the state k. Thus, based on the description that a single particle is modulated 
by a periodic potential field, it is unnecessary to consider each of the many unit cells throughout 
the bulk crystal; instead, the properties of electron states in bulk crystal can be calculated for one 
single unit cell, leading to reduce the computing resource significantly. 
 
Fig. 2.1 Schematic illustration of Bloch’s theorem for a wavefunction in a crystal. 
It is not trivial to understand the Bloch’s theorem since based on that, more approximations 
have been made to simplify the computation further, and different single-particle band structure 
models have been developed relying on the different treatments of potential 𝑉(𝒓): 
Pseudopotential method: There is one called pseudopotential method assuming that valence 
electrons on the outer atomic orbitals are very loosely bound; thus, the interaction between valence 











constant potential for the electron in a free space (i.e. nearly-free electron approximation) is used, 
represented by a linear superposition of all the effects arising from the atomic potentials 
 𝑉(𝒓) = ∑𝑣𝑗(|𝒓 − 𝑹𝑗,𝛼|)
𝑗,𝛼
, (2.2) 
where the index j runs over all atoms in the unit cell and vi are the atomic potentials centered at the 
atomic sites Rj of atom type α. There are two ways to realize the pseudopotential method: empirical 
(EP) and self-consistent (SCP) method (i.e. ab initio). EP extremely relies upon the fitting 
parameters extracted from experimental data because there is no analytical tool to select the actual 
pseudopotential for a given material [116]. Thus, unpredictable inaccuracy in EP may arise from 
the measurements [4, 117]. On the other hand, SCP based on the parameter-free approach and a 
repetitive iteration process, which usually gives good accuracy, however, at the cost of commonly 
unaffordable computational complexity. 
The k ∙ p method: Also based on nearly-free electron approximation, another called k ∙ p method 
does not modify the 𝑉(𝒓) as the pseudopotential method does; instead, the small perturbation of 
periodic potential (defined by given material) is equivalent to a modified electron mass m* (i.e. 









𝜓(𝒓) = 𝐸𝜓(𝒓), (2.3) 
where p (≡ − iℏ𝛻) is the momentum operator. By substitution of the Bloch wavefunction into 











)𝑢𝑛𝑘(𝒓) = 𝐸𝑛𝑘𝑢𝑛𝑘(𝒓), (2.4) 
or 
 
𝐻𝑢𝑛𝑘(𝒓) = (𝐻0 +
ℏ𝒌 ∙ 𝒑
𝑚∗




For electrons near the band edge (i.e. k = 0) or some other critical points in the Brillouin zone, the 




and the E−k relationship in the vicinity of these points of given material can be obtained. 
Apparently, compared to EP, empirical k ∙ p method relies on a minimal set of fitting parameters 
(e.g. effective mass of an electron). The simplest k ∙ p method relies single-band k ∙ p method has 
first been developed assuming bands to be completely decoupled: The electron and heavy or light 
hole are treated with two independent Schrödinger equations, which is considered leading to 
significant error in prediction due to the exclusion of interactions between bands. The more 
advanced multi-band k ∙ p method is free of this weakness due to the inclusion of several most 
relevant bands, as well as their mixing effects. More details about multi-band approach are given 
in Sec. 2.4. 
Tight-binding method: Apart from the nearly-free electron approximation, Slater et al. have 
developed another so-called tight-binding (TB) method in 1954 based on the assumption that the 
electrons are tightly bound to atoms [118]. In this case, since the valence electronic states are 
perturbed by the presence of adjacent atoms and there is more than one atom per unit cell, the 
Bloch wavefunction is given by the directional “orbitals” resulting from the linear combinations 
of these atomic functions, presented in the form of 
 Ψ𝑘(𝒓) = ∑∑∑𝐶𝛼,𝑗(𝒌)|𝛼, 𝑗, 𝒓 − 𝒓𝑗 − 𝑹𝑖〉
𝑗𝛼𝑹𝑖
𝑒𝑖𝒌∙𝑹𝑖 , (2.6) 
where the sum over Ri runs over all unit cells, α indicates the type of atomic functions (e.g. s, px, 
py, and pz types of outermost valence electrons in III-V semiconductor) , and rj is the spatial 
position of atom j in unit cell Ri. The coefficient 𝐶𝛼,𝑗 or the Hamiltonian matrix elements between 
the atomic orbital states are treated as disposable constants, determined by fitting the measured 
bandgaps and/or effective mass in the bulk material [119]. 
2.2.2 Quantum confined structures 
We now study the Bloch’s theorem in the quantum confined structures. We start with a thin double-




material (i.e. barrier layer). Considering the electrons in the simplest 1D square potential well, we 
find that the wavefunction is localized in, say z-direction to form a standing wave. Apart from the 
strain at the moment, this localization is brought about by the potential depth given by the 
conduction band offset ∆𝐸𝑐. In this case, the effective mass theory and envelope function approach 





+ 𝑉(𝒓) + 𝑉′(𝒓))𝜓(𝒓) = (
𝒑2
2𝑚∗
+ 𝑉′(𝒓))𝜓(𝒓) = 𝐸𝜓(𝒓), (2.7) 
where 𝑉′(𝒓)  is the approximated rectangular potential well, and 𝑉(𝒓)  is the periodic atomic 
potential. The standing wave is formed by a linear combination of plane waves 
 𝜓(𝒓) = ∑𝐴(𝑘𝑗)𝑒
𝑖𝒌𝑗∙𝒓𝑖𝑢(𝒓)
𝒌𝑗
= 𝐹(𝒓𝑖)𝑢(𝒓), (2.8) 
where 𝐹(𝒓𝑖) is an envelope function that describes the localization of the states as a Fourier sum 
of plane waves, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Here 𝑢(𝒓) resulting from the atomic potential is assumed 
not k-dependent, which is the case for s- and p-like functions at the band edge. 
 
Fig. 2.2 Schematic illustration of the wavefunction consisting of an atomic part u(r) and a 
standing wave envelope function F(ri), localized in an approximated rectangular potential 











2.2.3 Why QDs? 
From Eq. (2.5), the energy E (i.e. eigenvalue) of single-particle in a 3D bulk crystal is related to 
the wavevector k through the effective mass m* 
 










where Ec is the conduction band edge, and the total number of allowed k is huge, equaling to the 
atom number in bulk, which is determined by Born−von Kármán boundary conditions (BCs). In 
this case, the E−k relationship is a continuous spherical-parabolic function in the vicinity of Γ-
point, and the states are regarded as a continuum. Therefore, the 3D DOS N3(E) can be derived by 










√𝐸 − 𝐸𝑐 . (2.10) 
However, the BCs are changed when the dimensions are limited in one or more directions, 
leading to the changes of E and k. For instance, in a 2D quantum well (i.e. the system becomes 
confined along the z-axis), the discreet energy levels are determined by the width of well, given 
by 
 









where n is an integer, Lz is the width of well. The wavevector 𝑘𝑛 = 𝑛𝜋/𝐿𝑧 irrelevant to the term 
(𝐸 − 𝐸𝑐)





𝜃(𝐸 − 𝐸𝑛), (2.12) 
where θ(E) is the Heaviside step function. 
Similarly, when the dimensionality of the system is further reduced along the y-axis (i.e. a 
nanowire), we have 
 





























√𝐸 − 𝐸𝑛𝑦 − 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑛𝑦,𝑛𝑧
. (2.14) 
For the 0D system (i.e. a QD), we have 
 




















∑ 𝛿(𝐸 − 𝐸𝑛𝑥 − 𝐸𝑛𝑦 − 𝐸𝑛𝑧)
𝑛𝑥,𝑛𝑦,𝑛𝑧
. (2.16) 
The different quantum confined structures and their DOS are summarized in Fig. 2.3. 
 
Fig. 2.3 Schematic illustration of the density of states as a function of energy for bulk (3D), 
QW (2D), nanowire (1D), and QD (0D) structures. 
With knowledge of the DOS, the carrier density in any given structure can be calculated for a 
known Fermi level position EF, i.e. the number of electrons at any energy E is given by the product 
of the number of states N(E) and their occupation probability ρ(E), reading 
 𝑛(𝐸) = 𝑁(𝐸)𝜌(𝐸), (2.17) 





















where kB is Boltzmann constant. 
Apparently, it is easy to understand from Fig. 2.3 and Eq. (2.17) that the distribution of 
electrons localized in a QD should follow the state distribution, i.e. a series of delta functions. This 
(ideally) narrow distribution of electron at these discrete states should lead to aforementioned 
advantages (Sec. 1.1) in two aspects: on the one hand, the confined state levels are engineerable 
by tuning the size of QD and the depth of potential (i.e. band offset), and these states are 
identifiable by envelope function approximation (i.e. s-like orbital for GS, p-like orbital for ES, 
etc.); on the other hand, characteristics developments such as drastic increase in gain and 
differential gain, decrease in threshold current density and insensitivity of temperature can be 
obtained due to the delta-function-like DOS. 
2.3 Strain in QDs 
2.3.1 QD fabrications 
It should be clear up that the theories we have discussed in Sec. 2.2 are important but preliminary 
for modeling nanostructures. Next, we discuss the elastic strain effects that can significantly affect 
the energy band structure as well as the QD size dispersion in the real world, thereby introducing 
the final numerical framework for microscopic modeling. 
Since the conditions of strain in the QDs and the surrounding matrix are closely related to the 





Fig. 2.4 Schematic illustrations of (a) positive and (b) negative resist exposure. 
Lithographic techniques: Early attempts to produce QDs with a satisfactory quality of emission 
were straightforward top-down approaches, based on a combination of lithography techniques and 
chemical etching of QWs (e.g. see Ref. [120]). They include photolithography, E-beam lithography, 
X-ray lithography and ion beam lithography. Exposure defines the minimal achievable size. 
Positive or negative resist exposure can be selected depending on the type of nanostructures, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.4.  
However, the main problem with these techniques was the introduction of surface states due to 
the defects formed on the interface, which lead to an increase in threshold current density. In 
addition, low areal density and poor control over uniformity of QD size were the other two 
nonnegligible limitations of lithography for QD fabrications. 
Epitaxial self-assembly: More promising bottom-up approaches were then proposed, i.e. directly 
producing QDs during the epitaxial growth process (typically grown by MBE or MOVPE) by 
using the self-organization phenomena on the crystal surface (e.g. see Refs. [121-123]). 
Tremendous self-assembled techniques have been proposed, which significantly improves the QD 
fabrications, mainly because they allowed manufacturing of QD layers with higher areal density 
and defect-free characteristics. Thus we focus on the self-assembled QDs in this thesis. 




lattice-matched epitaxy, Volmer-Weber (VW) growth modes and Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth 
mode based on lattice-mismatched epitaxy, as shown in Fig. 2.5, determined by the balance of the 
surface energies of the deposited layer (i.e. γA), the substrate (i.e. γB), and the interface energy (i.e. 
γ∗) formed between the two. In lattice-matched systems, if γA + γ
∗ < γB, the balance of energies 
favors increasing the area of deposited layer over leaving an exposed substrate surface and the 
growth proceeds in a layer-by-layer fashion (i.e. FvdM); otherwise if γA + γ
∗ > γB (e.g. with very 
large lattice-mismatch), the interface and surface area of epitaxial layer are minimized and the 
growth proceeds in an island-style (i.e. VW), one example of which is the droplet epitaxy (DE) 
that we have discussed in Sec. 1.1.2. The balance in strained lattice-mismatched system can be 
tuned by adjusting the epitaxial thickness thereby the interface energy γ∗; more specifically, γ∗ is 
small for the thin deposit and the initial growth is layer-by-layer, while the interface energy γ∗ is 
gradually accumulated with the thicker deposit arising from the lattice mismatch. Therefore the 
growth converts to island-style. Subsequently, the overall growth is a layer-plus-island fashion. 
The previously formed layer is called wetting layer (WL), acting as a QW and connecting all QDs 
in one layer. On the other hand, the thickness of deposit at which conversion of growth mode starts 
to occur is called critical layer thickness (CLT) [4]. Notably, this layer-plus-island structure by 
using SK mode indeed results in a deviation from the predicted DOS in Eq. (2.16), yielding a linear 
combination of QW and QD in one layer. Thus, a more realistic representation of the DOS of SK 
QD system consisting of a WL and multiple dots is shown in Fig. 2.6, including the inhomogeneous 
broadening arising from the QD size dispersion. More detailed discussions are given in Sec. 2.6.3. 
Colloidal self-assembly: Different from the above mentioned two groups of QDs which are grown 
on and are fixed onto a substrate, self-assembled colloidal QDs are typically synthesized via a wet 
chemical process, such as microemulsion (e.g. see Ref. [123]), hot solution decomposition (e.g. 
Ref. [124]), and the sol-gel (e.g. Ref. [122]) process. Although colloidal QDs are with simply and 
economically solution-based approaches, compared with the other two groups of QDs, which are 




open air [125]. Therefore, sufficient control of electronic properties has not been achieved untill 
now, limiting their applications. A typical application of colloidal QDs is the QD LEDs, as shown 
in Fig. 2.7. Other applications include light downconversion, solar cells, and bioimaging. Since 
colloidal QDs are beyond the scope of this thesis, the self-assembled QDs (or more simply, QDs) 
hereinafter refer to the epitaxial ones. 
 
Fig. 2.5 Schematic illustrations of (a) Frank-van der Merwe (FvdM), (b) Volmer-Weber (VW), 
and (c) Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth modes, determined by the balance of the surface 
energies of the deposited layer (i.e. 𝛄𝐀), the substrate (i.e. 𝛄𝐁), and the interface energy (i.e. 
𝛄∗) formed between the two layers. 
 
Fig. 2.6 Schematic illustration of (a) inhomogeneous broadening for an ensemble of QDs, and 
(b) more realistic DOS of an SK QD system consisting of multiple dots, including 













Fig. 2.7 Schematic illustration of a typical type-II QD-LED structure [127]. 
2.3.2 Strain effects 
The wide use of SK growth mode in the production of self-assembled QDs allows excellent 
characteristics such as defect-free and high areal density. The defect-free requires the in-plane 
lattice-mismatch between deposit and substrate being below certain value so that the elasticity is 
not lost, while the high density, on the other hand, requires the in-plane lattice-mismatch being 
relatively high. Therefore, numerical analysis of elastic strain along with the corresponding effects 
is in demand for nanostructure design: When two semiconductor materials with different lattice 
constant grow on top of each other, the thin deposited layer tends to adjust its in-plane lattice 
constant in the vicinity of interface to maintain the system continuous (micro change of lattice also 
occurs on the substrate side). This adjustment of lattice constant results in crystal deformation, i.e. 
displacement or strain in epitaxial layer, and this displacement or strain significantly affect the 
quantum confinement through modifying the band edges. 
To calculate the strain-induced displacement in a 3D QD system, there are two commonly used 
methods [128]: Valence force field (VFF) and continuum mechanical (CM) elasticity method. 
Another so-called isotropy-elasticity (IE) method based on the approximation of homogeneous 




being opted out of our discussion.  
VFF: As an atomistic approach, VFF is in line with the pseudopotential and tight-binding methods 
(see Sec. 2.2.1). It describes the elastic energy of the atomic bond through investigating the changes 
of the nearest-neighbor bonds (e.g. six bonds in III-V zincblende structure) in terms of length and 
spatial orientation. This microscopic method allows a very precise description of lattice 
deformation in a short-range when the location of each atom in the system is given [130]. 
CM: In contrast to VFF, there is nothing microscopic involved in the CM method. Based on the 
harmonic approximation, CM artificially discretizes a continuous domain into a mesh of elements 
and nodes [78, 81, 84, 114, 131]. The behavior of these elements is predicted by calculating the 
total elastic energy. In other words, the total elastic energy derived from the energy conservation 






where σ and ϵ are the stress and strain tensors, respectively. The strain tensors are related to the 




































(𝜕𝒖 𝜕𝑦⁄ + 𝜕𝒗 𝜕𝑥⁄ )/2
(𝜕𝒗 𝜕𝑧⁄ + 𝜕𝒘 𝜕𝑦⁄ )/2










The stress tensors can be derived from the stress-strain relation, which is in line with the Hooke's 
law, given by 










where ϵ0 denotes the initial strain arising from the lattice-mismatch, determined by ad and as which 
are the intrinsic lattice constants of the deposit and substrate, respectively. C is the elasticity matrix 










𝐶11 𝐶12 𝐶12 0 0 0
𝐶12 𝐶11 𝐶12 0 0 0
𝐶12 𝐶12 𝐶11 0 0 0
0 0 0 𝐶44 0 0
0 0 0 0 𝐶44 0








where C11, C12, and C44 are elasticity moduli. Thus, the strain energy Ustrain can be given in the 
form only related to strain tensors and elasticity moduli. Then, following Eq. (2.19), the strain-
induced displacement field can be obtained by minimizing the total strain energy throughout the 
system. 
Due to the ability of precise description of atomic displacement in the system, the VFF 
approach can give a satisfactory result in terms of validity; however, it is not suitable for the large 
structure due to its computationally intensive [75, 76, 80]. In particular, our accurate strain analysis 
process consists of several steps, making VFF even more difficult to carry out. In such case, CM 
is a good compromise between validity and efficiency. In addition, it is more in line with the k ∙ p 
method, as the latter is neither an atomic approach. 
Next, the modification effects on the confinement due to the strain in and around QD is briefly 
introduced. Starting with the Bir−Pikus theory [132], the direct effect of strain is the change of 
volume, given by 
 ∆𝑉
𝑉
= 𝜖𝑥𝑥 + 𝜖𝑦𝑦 + 𝜖𝑧𝑧 = 𝜖ℎ , (2.24) 
where 𝜖ℎ is also known as the hydrostatic strain, which is linearly related to the change in energy 
for both conduction band edge (CBE) and valence band edges (VBEs) at Γ-point, where interests 
us the most: 




and ∆𝐸v = −𝑎v𝜖ℎ, (2.26) 
where ac and av are the empirical deformation potential constants for CBE and VBEs, respectively. 
Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) reflect the fact that the bandgap (∆𝐸𝑔 = ∆𝐸c + ∆𝐸v ) increases for a 
compressive hydrostatic strain (𝜖ℎ < 0) due to the nature of the atomic bonding in III-V material. 
More specifically, the CBE shifts upwards in energy while the VBEs shift downwards, with most 
of the change being in the CBE [133]. 
On the other hand, Eq. (2.26) is insufficient to describe the total effect of strain on VBEs. Two 
additional potential constants, i.e. b and d are necessary to describe the splitting of degenerate 
VBEs arising from the increase of biaxial strain 𝜖𝑏 and shear strain tensors: In the absence of strain 
and spin interaction, the three uppermost VBEs are degenerate; while in the presence of spin-orbit 
interaction, the six-fold degenerate bands of Γ15 symmetry split into four-fold degenerate bands of 
Γ8 symmetry and doubly degenerate split-off (SO) band of Γ7 symmetry. The increase of 𝜖𝑏 further 
results in a deviation from the four-fold degeneracy, which splits into doubly heavy-hole (HH) plus 
doubly light-hole (LH) valence bands. The splitting is linearly related to 𝜖𝑏, given by 
 ∆𝐸𝐻𝐻−𝐿𝐻 = 2|𝑏𝜖𝑏|, (2.27) 
where 




For the growth of pseudomorphic layer along the (100) direction, shear strain terms are less 
important. Thus, the strain-induced modifications in the conduction band and valence bands can 
be predicted, as shown in Fig. 2.8(b) and (c). Consequently, since CB-HH and CB-LH transitions 
produce different polarizations in gain spectra, TE polarized gain spectrum is observed favored in 
compressively strained QDs due to the larger HH hole population, by contrast, TM polarization 
dominates in tensilely strained QDs arising from more LH hole being populated [134]. Note the 
above-mentioned relationship between the modifications in energy and strain tensors is simplified 





Fig. 2.8 Schematic illustration of different types of strain effect on a typical III-V 
semiconductor band in the vicinity of Γ-point, corresponding to different polarized gain 
spectra. 
2.3.3 Piezoelectricity 
Piezoelectric (PZT) effect is a strain-induced net charge distribution or electric polarization, due 
to the missing of symmetry in severely strained nanostructure like QD. At first, only a linear PZT 
component was included when modelling quantum wells [135] and QDs [77, 78, 136]. Later, 
Bester et al. have pointed out that the second-order term is supposed to be included since, in terms 
of the magnitude, the linear and quadratic components are comparable [137], then more and more 
researchers have included the quadratic components [131, 138]. The magnitude of the PZT effects 
is generally on the order of a few meV [137], which may not have significant effect on the energy; 
however, the quadrupole-like potential reduces the symmetry of a structural C4v or C∞v quantum 
dot to C2v, leading to a degradation in symmetry of quantum confinement profile, which is regarded 
as one source of splitting effect into energy states for particles with different spin orientations [139]. 
Thus, it is necessary to include the PZT in the modeling. The equations used in this study are listed 

























































where e14, B114, B124, and B156 are the linear and quadratic PZT coefficients, respectively. The PZT 
charge density introduced by the total polarization can be derived as 
 𝜌𝑝(𝒓) = −∇ ∙ (𝑷𝟏 + 𝑷𝟐). (2.31) 
Then the PZT potential 𝑉𝑝(𝒓) is obtained by solving Poisson’s equation: 
 𝜌𝑝(𝒓) = 𝜀0∇ ∙ (𝜀𝑠(𝒓)∇𝑉𝑝(𝒓)), (2.32) 
where 𝜀0 and 𝜀𝑠(𝒓) are vacuum permittivity and relative static dielectric tensor, respectively. 
2.4 Strain-Dependent Electronic Band Structure 
2.4.1 Multi-band effective mass model 
In order to extend the aforementioned single-band k ∙ p model in Sec. 2.2.1 to include the coupling 
between the bands, the first step is to choose the basis set based on the nature of bands near the 
band edges. When considering the type of involved band, we can extend the concept of bonding 
and antibonding orbitals introduced for molecules to the crystal: The isolated atom has s orbital 
where the electron has lower energy, and p orbital where the electron has higher energy; if atoms 
are brought together and the distance between them is getting smaller, orbitals of each atom overlap 
with those of its nearest neighbors, resulting in the bonding and antibonding orbitals being 
broadened into bands, and the energy relationship between s- and p-orbitals also being changed by 




of bonding and antibonding orbitals is always equal to the number of involved atoms. 
A similar case can be approximated for most solids where there are roughly 1028 atoms/m3: the 
bonding orbitals occupied by electrons form the valence bands (VBs), and the antibonding orbitals 
which are empty form the conduction bands (CBs), as illustrated in Fig. 2.9. The electrons in each 
band retain its s- or p-type character. If only the s2 and p6 electrons in the outer-most atomic shells 
are included, eight atomic orbitals, i.e. two orbitals of s-symmetry (CB) and six orbitals of p-
symmetry (VB) for the two atoms in the unit cell, are introduced into the Hamiltonian, forming 
the initial eight-band k ∙ p model. 
 
Fig. 2.9 Evolution of the atomic s- and p-orbitals into VBs and CBs in a semiconductor. EF is 
the Fermi energy [4]. 
2.4.2 Unstrained eight-band k ⸱ p Hamiltonian 
Let us first consider the zinc-blende bulk scenario without any spin-orbit or strain effects. In the 
absence of electron spin and spin-orbit interaction, the aforementioned eight bands can be 
regrouped into a two-fold degenerate |𝑆〉 for the CB and three two-fold degenerate |𝑋〉, |𝑌〉, |𝑍〉 







































where 𝐸c is the unstrained CBE and 𝐸v
av is the unstrained average VBE, P0 is the Kane matrix 






The above mentioned three parameters come from the direct interaction between s and p 















where 𝛾𝑖 (i = 1, 2, 3) are modified Luttinger parameters, calculated by the ordinary Luttinger 
parameters 𝛾𝑖


























Ac is obtained from the renormalization of single-band effective mass and can be simply 
approximated to 𝐴c = ℏ
2/2𝑚∗ to keep 𝐴c > 0 (otherwise the electron acts as a hole) [141], and B 
arises from the inversion asymmetry which is usually negligible (B = 0) [142]. The above 
mentioned parameters Ac, B, L’, M, and N’ come from the second-order interactions due to the 




Based on the previous discussion, an additional term Hso representing the spin-orbit interaction 
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With the introduction of spin-orbit interaction, the additional degree of freedom due to the spin 
should be included. Thus, the new basis set is extended in the order of |𝑆 ↓〉, |𝑆 ↑〉, |𝑌 ↓〉, |𝑋 ↓〉, 
|𝑋 ↑〉, |𝑌 ↑〉, |𝑍 ↓〉, and |𝑍 ↑〉, compatible with the CB, HH, LH, and SO bands with spins up and 
down, respectively. For the schematic of band structure in the vicinity of Γ-point one can refer to 
Fig. 2.8(a). As shown in the figure, the spin-orbit interaction splits the six-fold degenerate bands 
of Γ15 symmetry split into four-fold degenerate bands of Γ8 symmetry with total angular 
momentum J = 3/2 and doubly degenerate split-off (SO) band of Γ7 symmetry with J = 1/2. 
Thus, the 4×4 Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.33) is expanded into an 8×8 matrix which is the final form 












𝐴 0 𝑉† 0 √3𝑉 −√2𝑈 −𝑈 √2𝑉†
0 𝐴 −√2𝑈 −√3𝑉† 0 −𝑉 √2𝑉 𝑈
𝑉 −√2𝑈 −𝑃 + 𝑄 −𝑆† 𝑅 0 √3 2⁄ 𝑆 −√2𝑄
0 −√3𝑉 −𝑆 −𝑃 − 𝑄 0 𝑅 −√2𝑅 √1 2⁄ 𝑆
√3𝑉† 0 𝑅† 0 −𝑃 − 𝑄 𝑆† √1 2⁄ 𝑆† √2𝑅†
−√2𝑈 −𝑉† 0 𝑅† 𝑆 −𝑃 + 𝑄 √2𝑄 √3 2⁄ 𝑆†
−𝑈 √2𝑉† √3 2⁄ 𝑆† −√2𝑅† √1 2⁄ 𝑆 √2𝑄 −𝑃 − ∆ 0










































2) − 2𝑖𝛾3𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑦], 








𝑃0(𝜕𝑥 − 𝑖𝜕𝑦). 
(2.42) 
and ∆ parameterizes the spin-orbit splitting between bands of irreducible Γ8 and Γ7 symmetry, 
















𝑝𝑥| 𝑍〉. (2.43) 
2.4.3 Strain Hamiltonian 













† 0 −√3𝑣 √2𝑢 𝑢 −√2𝑣†
0 𝑎c𝜖ℎ √2𝑢 √3𝑣
† 0 𝑣 −√2𝑣 −𝑢
−𝑣 √2𝑢 −𝑝 + 𝑞 −𝑠† 𝑟 0 √3/2𝑠 −√2𝑞
0 √3𝑣 −𝑠 −𝑝 − 𝑞 0 𝑟 −√2𝑟 √1/2𝑠
−√3𝑣† 0 𝑟† 0 −𝑝 − 𝑞 𝑠† √1/2𝑠† √2𝑟†
√2𝑢 𝑣† 0 𝑟† 𝑠 −𝑝 + 𝑞 √2𝑞 √3/2𝑠†
𝑢 −√2𝑣† √3/2𝑠† −√2𝑟† √1/2𝑠 √2𝑞 −𝑝 0















𝑝 = 𝑎v𝜖ℎ, 




𝑏(𝜖𝑥𝑥 − 𝜖𝑦𝑦) − 𝑖𝑑𝜖𝑥𝑦, 








𝑃0[(𝜖𝑥𝑥 − 𝑖𝜖𝑥𝑦)𝜕𝑥 + (𝜖𝑥𝑦 − 𝑖𝜖𝑦𝑦)𝜕𝑦 + (𝜖𝑥𝑧 − 𝑖𝜖𝑦𝑧)𝜕𝑧]. 
(2.45) 
The expressions of 𝜖ℎ and 𝜖𝑏 are given in Eqs. (2.24) and (2.28), respectively. The VP represents 
the additional PZT effect induced by strain fields, given by 
where 𝑉𝑝(𝒓) is the PZT potential derived by Eq. (2.32). Note the signs for conduction band and 
valence band are opposite since the electrons and holes flux in these two bands are with opposite 
electric charges. By combining Eqs. (2.41), (2.44), and (2.46), the complete strain-dependent eight-
band Hamiltonian H is formed, given by 
 𝐻 = 𝐻𝑘 + 𝐻𝑠 + 𝑽𝑷. (2.47) 
2.5 Numerical Framework for Microscopic Modeling 
2.5.1 Finite element method 
The eigenvalue problem for the Schrödinger equation based on the multi-band Hamiltonian has 
been analyzed in the last section, suggesting that the problem essentially becomes solving a group 












−𝑉𝑝(𝒓) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −𝑉𝑝(𝒓) 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 𝑉𝑝(𝒓) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 𝑉𝑝(𝒓) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 𝑉𝑝(𝒓) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 𝑉𝑝(𝒓) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 𝑉𝑝(𝒓) 0














of different methods proposed to numerically solve PDEs; one of them is the finite element method 
(FEM). It is surprising that, compared with the widely use of FEM in fields such as fluid dynamics, 
structural engineering, electromagnetics, etc., it has attracted less attention in solving multi-band 
Schrödinger equations. Actually, FEM is quite suitable for the simulation of nanostructures based 
on the advantages as follows: 
1) FEM allows a very accurate representation of complex and arbitrary geometries. 
2) BCs at material interfaces are fulfilled automatically, and no additional treatment is needed. 
3) FEM allows a flexible meshing strategy, i.e. a coarse mesh applying to the less important 
regions (e.g. spacer and lower barrier) and a refined mesh for high precision applying to the 
regions of interest (e.g. QD and matrix around interfaces). 
4) FEM allows a sparse equation system resulting from the real-space FEM discretization, which 
requires less computing resources. 
5) Convergence of solution can be obtained more easily due to the use of higher-order 
interpolation polynomials, and the polynomial order in FEM is adjustable. 
There exist a vast variety of FEM programs used in technology computer aided designs (TCAD) 
and scientific researches. In addition to open source FEM projects (e.g. NEMO5 [145], and 
NanoFEM [146]), there are also a number of commercial software (e.g. ABAQUS, ANSYS, and 
COMSOL Multiphysics [147]) providing all-in-one features ranging from importing or manually 
building geometry to post-processing and eye-catching visualization. Although they may 
specialize in different fields, the general FEM process in basic steps can be summarized as follows: 
1) FEM discretizes the continuous domain into elements on the basis of shape functions (e.g. 
triangles and tetrahedrons) and nodes connecting the adjacent elements. 
2) Targeted quantity at an arbitrary point on an element’s edges is interpolated by using 
interpolation polynomials (e.g. Lagrange polynomials). For higher-order polynomials, 
additional nodes are required. 




4) Elements are assembled so that the targeted quantity becomes interpolated over the entire 
structure. 
5) Solution is, therefore, approached by minimizing the characteristic function over the entire 
structure. 
2.5.2 COMSOL Multiphysics FEM tool 
Compared with some other software (e.g. ANSYS), COMSOL Multiphysics provides a more 
friendly graphical user interface (GUI), resulting in much reduced learning cost. In this work, we 
use COMSOL in our microscopic modeling [147]. 
In addition to the aforementioned advantages, COMSOL has specific features, e.g. it provides 
a quite number of predefined and time-tested modules which hide most of the mathematically 
complex details, so that many standard problems can be directly solved; these modules can be 
easily coupled into one model and work together to solve a complex problem which simultaneously 
consists of more than one physics (i.e. multiphysics). Last but not the least, COMSOL allows 
solving the time-dependent or stationary problems in one step or arbitrary multi-step fashion, as 
the output solution of any step can be transferred to the next step as initial input. Note the above 
mentioned two flexibility features are extremely significant for our modeling, which consists of 
three coupled modules (corresponding to three main steps of entire study) and a multi-step strain 
analysis (corresponding to multi substeps in strain field calculation). 
Finally, additional practical and nontrivial concerns (not only for COMSOL) that come from 
the hardware limitation are recorded here for reference purposes. For a given model, the RAM 
usage is determined by the number of bases and the so-called degree of freedom (DOF), which is 
linearly dependent on the number of nodes (i.e. mesh refinement). On the other hand, from last 
subsection we know that the mesh quality along with polynomial order number is closely related 
to the number of nodes thus related to DOF. Apparently, a trade-off between the mesh quality and 




calculation into virtual memory on the hard drive, leading to an intolerably long solving time. Our 
attempt is to fully use all RAM so that both minimum and average element quality are acceptable 
(e.g. rule of thumb: not lower than 0.2 and 0.7, respectively), simultaneously without any 
exceeding of RAM capacity. For instance, all calculations in this work were performed on a dual-
processors workstation with two hexa-core 3.4 GHz XEON CPUs and 128 GB RAM by using 
COMSOL Multiphysics 5.4. For solving the 8×8 Hamiltonian problem, the total number DOF was 
kept below 1.3 M to avoid the peak RAM usage exceeding 128 GB. Due to this limitation, only 
the regions of interests (i.e. QD and FCL) were meshed by using “free tetrahedral” mode, and for 
the rest regions which are insignificant, the “swept” meshing mode was adopted. In addition to the 
number of DOF, the solving time is also related to (but not linearly dependent on) the desired 
number of eigenvalues and the solver algorithm in terms of matrix symmetry, as for the latter, the 
Hamiltonian must be fixed to “Hermitian symmetric” to avoid the occurrence of spurious complex 
or imaginary eigenvalues. 
2.5.3 Microscopic modeling procedures using COMSOL 
For the microscopic modeling procedures, one can refer to Fig. 1.7. In what follows, details of the 
building of the microscopic model, in particular, the strain analysis, will be given in the order of 
calculations in manual book fashion for reference purposes. Note the following descriptions of 
operations are based on starting with a blank model instead of using the model wizard, even though 
the latter is handy, we want to fully control and customize our model. 
Globally define parameters: The first step is to assign the values to parameters which will be 
used in each step of calculations, such as dimensions of model (e.g. FCL thickness), material 
parameters (e.g. intrinsic lattice constants), and some expressions (e.g. initial strain tensors), for 
the convenience in the following steps. When dealing with the parameters of lattice-matched 
quaternary alloy In1-xGaxAsyP1-y used in barrier layers, we referred to Vegard’s law [148]. The 








The linear interpolation formulas along with parameters are listed in details latter, as shown in 
Table 4.1. 
Build geometry: Next, there are two ways to build model geometry in COMSOL, by using the 
built-in drawing tools in COMSOL (as we did) or by importing relative more complicated 
geometry from a commercial CAD package. In this work, two types of QD geometry were studied. 
In particular, a systematic study focusing on a single truncated pyramid (TP) type InAs QD is 
presented, as depicted in Fig. 2.10(a). In order to simulate the realistic growth process, an FCL is 
isolated from the capping layer by inserting a work plane. The thickness of the FCL is set identical 
to QD height (h), which is varied to investigate the impact of QD height change. To include the 
fluctuation of base size, a diameter (D) range of 30 to 40 nm is considered for estimating the margin 
of error of QD base diameter. The top diameter and base angle are denoted by 𝑙top  and θ, 
respectively. The outer boundaries in x- and y-axes are 24 nm from the center of QD base, which 
is far enough due to the fact that the dot density of roughly 4×1010 cm-2 for most practical QD 
devices. The thickness of WL, the lower barrier and the complete capping layer (FCL plus SCL) 
are 1.64 nm, 20 nm and 10 nm, respectively. Simultaneously, the same configuration as above, is 
applied to a flat lens (FL) type QD, as shown in Fig. 2.10(b), to reveal the impact of QD shape. 
After building the geometry, material properties can be added to the geometry by either 
entering the data directly (as we did) or using the database available in COMSOL. The material 
assignment is also shown in Fig. 2.10. In this step, some variables can also be defined by clicking 
on the definition node, such as 𝜖ℎ and 𝜖𝑏 in entire geometry, and expressions of the strained band 
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analysis for almost any physics. Actually, COMSOL also provides predefined piezoelectricity 
module. The reason for the use of cPDE in this work is that the built-in module does not include 
the quadratic polarization component, which is very important as discussed in Sec. 2.3.3. For fully 
customizing our model, Eqs. (2.29)−(2.32) are modified to fit into the form of default cPDE for 







+ ∇ ∙ (−𝑐∇𝑽𝒑 − 𝜶 ∙ 𝑽𝒑 + 𝜸) + 𝜷 ∙ ∇𝑽𝒑 + a𝑽𝒑 = 𝑓, (2.49) 
where the coefficients are listed in Table 2.1, if the relative permittivity for each material is 
assumed isotropic. For the calculation of piezoelectric potential, Dirichlet BC (i.e. variable Vp = 0) 
is set to all the outermost interfaces of the model, as the internal interfaces are left natural with no 
additional treatment (i.e. Neumann BC). 




α (0 0 0)T 
γ (
2𝑒14𝜖𝑦𝑧 + 2𝐵114𝜖𝑥𝑥𝜖𝑦𝑧 + 2𝐵124𝜖𝑦𝑧𝜖𝑦𝑦 + 2𝐵124𝜖𝑦𝑧𝜖𝑧𝑧 + 4𝐵156𝜖𝑥𝑧𝜖𝑥𝑦
2𝑒14𝜖𝑥𝑧 + 2𝐵114𝜖𝑦𝑦𝜖𝑥𝑧 + 2𝐵124𝜖𝑥𝑧𝜖𝑥𝑥 + 2𝐵124𝜖𝑥𝑧𝜖𝑧𝑧 + 4𝐵156𝜖𝑦𝑧𝜖𝑥𝑦
2𝑒14𝜖𝑥𝑦 + 2𝐵114𝜖𝑧𝑧𝜖𝑥𝑦 + 2𝐵124𝜖𝑥𝑦𝜖𝑥𝑥 + 2𝐵124𝜖𝑥𝑦𝜖𝑦𝑦 + 4𝐵156𝜖𝑦𝑧𝜖𝑥𝑧
) 
β (0 0 0)T 
a 0 
f 1 
Finally, the calculation for electronic band energy is added, also realized by using cPDE 
module. In order to match the cPDE to the 8×8 matrix in Eq. (2.47), all the parameters (e.g. A, P, 







2) − 2𝑖𝛾3𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑦] 












where 𝒖(𝒓) = (𝑢1 𝑢2 𝑢3 𝑢4 𝑢5 𝑢6 𝑢7 𝑢8)T, (2.51) 
then the strain-dependent eight-band k ∙ p Hamiltonian formed by Eqs. (2.41), (2.44), and (2.46) 
is divided into terms with second-, first-, and zero-order partial derivatives. These terms are 
extracted in comparison to the corresponding coefficients of cPDE. Dirichlet BC is set to the 
outermost interfaces of the model, the same as the case of piezoelectricity calculation, representing 
that the envelope function of wavefunction is forced to vanish at these boundaries; in contrast, the 
envelope function is continuous across an internal interface. The complete model is summarized 
in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 Summary of multiphysics model. 
Calculation Physics module Study 
Dependent 
variables 
Strain field (first substep) Structural mechanics (solid) Stationary u1, v1, w1 
Strain field (second substep) Structural mechanics (solid) Stationary u2, v2, w2 
Piezoelectric potential Coefficient-form PDE Stationary Vp 
Electronic band Coefficient-form PDE Eigenvalue ψ1−ψ8 
 
Fig. 2.11 Mesh created by using a hybrid meshing strategy. QD and WL are highlighted in 
blue for visualization. 
Meshing: The hybrid meshing strategy due to the hardware limitation has been discussed in the 




higher density of nodes in the vicinity of internal interfaces, where there is interestingly drastic 
change in terms of strain distribution. 
Set solver: Except for the first substep of strain field calculation, the inputs of each following step 
are obtained from the stored solutions of the previous step of calculations. Particularly, the 
searching ranges for eigenvalues of electron and hole bands are quite separated; the entire 
calculation is usually required to perform twice to get solution for CB and VBs, respectively: For 
the electron band, eigenvalues are searched for around 0.8 eV and the search method around shift 
is set to larger real part; for the hole band, eigenvalues are searched for around 0.4 eV, and the 
search method around shift is set to smaller real part. The values of 0.8 and 0.4 are obtained from 
the evaluation of strained CBE and VBEs, which are available once piezoelectric potential 
calculation is done. Typically, at least 30 eigenvalues are desired for both electron and hole bands. 
2.6 Optoelectronic Properties of Nanostructures 
In Sec. 2.2−2.5 the main efforts are devoted to the investigation of single-particle states. The 
correlation between the geometry of nanostructures (i.e. 3D confinement) and single-particle states 
has been explicitly illustrated by the DOS and strain effects. In this section, the major effect of 
geometry on the optoelectronic properties will be discussed, as well as the coupling effect in 
ensemble of QDs. Based on these discussions, we move towards the macroscopic modeling, which 
will be discussed in the next chapter. 
2.6.1 Coulomb interaction 
Let us first recall some fundamental concepts of semiconductors. In a picture at low temperature 
(LT, i.e. 𝑘B𝑇 ≪ 𝐸𝑔), the VB is fully populated and the CB is empty. An electron in VB can be 
promoted to CB after gaining enough excitation energy (> 𝐸𝑔) by using the thermal, optical, or 
electrical pump, artificially leaving a hole in VB. This process is called the generation of an 




they can move independently and conduct the current. Thus, for this type of electron-hole pair, the 
lifetime is very short. However, in another picture, the electron absorbs energy a little bit lower 
than the direct bandgap energy, creating a bound electron-hole pair that can be together seen as a 
single quasi-particle with long lifetime. In this so-called exciton (X), the electron and hole are 
bound, resulting from the direct Coulomb interaction. Thus, the electron cannot move 
independently from “that” hole. The energy difference between the absorbed and the bandgap is 
called binding energy ∆(𝑋0) , which can be approximated if correlation/exchange effects are 
neglected, by employing Poisson’s equation [149]: 










= 𝜀0∇ ∙ (𝜀𝑠∇𝑽0
𝑗
). (2.53) 
The index j denotes either the electron or the hole, and 𝑉0
𝑗 is an additional Coulombic potential 




. We can easily understand the process in another way: 
For a bound electron-hole pair, the negatively charged electron (or hole) is localized by an 
additional potential (𝑉0
𝑗 ), which arises from the occurrence of the positively (or negatively) 
charged hole (or electron) due to the attractive in between. The exciton is rarely obtained in bulk 
materials; by contrast, it is commonly seen in QDs at LT, as the 3D quantum confinement limits 
the carrier’s movement, thereby increases the overlap integral of probability density between the 
electron and hole. Consequently, ∆(𝑋0) is affected by the geometry of QD: In the system of a 
typical InAs/InP QD as shown in Fig. 2.10 (i.e. ℎ ≪ 𝐷), the Coulomb interaction is interpreted to 
a perturbation of the spatial confinement potential, and the binding energy in general increases 
with the decrease in QD height. The photon energy generated from the interband transition between 
confined states is 
 ℏ𝜔0 = 𝐸𝑒0 − 𝐸ℎ0 − ∆(𝑋
0), (2.54) 
where 𝐸𝑒0 and 𝐸ℎ0 are the GS energy levels for the electron and hole. 




trions (X±), biexcitons (XX), even charged biexcitons (XX±), which leads to further splitting of the 
few-particle states, however, are beyond the scope of this thesis. Charge neutrality is assumed in 
all states. 
2.6.2 Light-matter interaction 
Eq. (2.54) in the last subsection gives the emission wavelength for fundamental interband 
transition. In this subsection, the optical strength of interband transition is discussed, which is 
characterized by the absorption coefficient for photons and determined by the coupling between 
photons and electrons. 
The light-matter interaction or photon-electron coupling can be described by using a simple 
two-level system: The time-dependent wavefunction of a particle 𝜓𝑛𝑚 involved in a transition 
between the states m and n is written as a linear combination of the two states, i.e., 𝜓𝑛𝑚(𝒓, 𝑡) =
𝑎𝜓𝑚(𝒓, 𝑡) + 𝑏𝜓𝑛(𝒓, 𝑡), where 𝑎
2 + 𝑏2 = 1. Assuming the system starts in state n (i.e. a = 0, b = 
1) at a lower energy level. In the presence of a perturbing optical field, the system is neither purely 
in the state m nor n but starting to oscillate with the angular frequency 𝜔 of optical field, as the 
probability density |𝜓𝑛𝑚(𝒓, 𝑡)|
2 consists of an oscillating component. The oscillating component 
implies a probability of absorption of a single photon with energy ℏ𝜔𝑛𝑚 = 𝐸𝑚 − 𝐸𝑛 ; this 
probability is also time-dependent which peaks if 𝜔 = 𝜔𝑛𝑚 (and polarization related to strain type 
is matched), and once the absorption occurs, this system is excited to the state m (i.e. a = 1, b = 0) 
at higher energy level. The periodic change in probability is called Rabi oscillation, and the 
absorption of photon is a statistical process [150]. 
The oscillating component is interpreted to a time-dependent Hamiltonian 𝐻𝑛𝑚(𝑡), derived by 
adding a perturbation term 𝑒𝑨𝟎 to Eq. (2.3): 
 𝐻𝑛𝑚 = −
𝑒
𝑚0
𝐴0(𝒓, 𝑡)𝒆 ∙ 𝒑, (2.55) 
where e is the electron charge, A0 is the magnitude of vector potential resulting from the perturbing 














(𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡 + 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡), (2.57) 
where 𝜂 is the refractive index and Ω is the volume of the system. Now, it can be seen from Eqs. 













where M is defined for convenience as a momentum matrix element 
 
𝑀 = ⟨𝑚|𝒆 ∙ 𝒑|𝑛⟩ = ∫𝜓𝑚
† 𝒆 ∙ 𝒑𝜓𝑛𝑑𝒓. (2.59) 
On the other hand, the interband transition rate W is given by using the Fermi’s Golden Rule and 











|𝑀|2𝛿(ℏ𝜔𝑛𝑚 − ℏ𝜔), 
(2.60) 
and since the absorption coefficient 𝛼(ℏ𝜔) is defined by the number of photons absorbed per unit 






|𝑀|2𝛿(ℏ𝜔𝑛𝑚 − ℏ𝜔), (2.61) 
The delta function in Eq. (2.61) is determined by the DOS of the final state in QD, which can 
commonly be implemented by substitution of a Lorentzian lineshape (see Sec. 2.6.4 and Eq. (2.73)). 
Next, the analytical expression of M is studied. By substituting Eq. (2.8) into Eq. (2.59), |𝑀|2 can 
be described by the envelope functions 𝐹(𝒓) and the periodic component of Bloch function 𝑢(𝒓), 
written as 
 |𝑀|2 = |⟨𝐹𝑚|𝐹𝑛⟩⟨𝑢𝑚|𝒆 ∙ 𝒑|𝑢𝑛⟩ + ⟨𝑢𝑚|𝑢𝑛⟩⟨𝐹𝑚|𝒆 ∙ 𝒑|𝐹𝑛⟩|
2. (2.62) 




basis functions 𝑢𝑚  and 𝑢𝑛  thereby ⟨𝑢𝑚|𝑢𝑛⟩ = 0 ; while for an intraband transition, 
⟨𝑢𝑚|𝒆 ∙ 𝒑|𝑢𝑛⟩ = 0 thus the first term in the bracket disappears. As only the interband transition is 
our focus, M can be written in terms of the envelope function overlap integral to give 










which is closely related to the geometry of nanostructures. In addition, this overlap integral term 
provides an insight accounting for the selection rule, i.e. interband transitions are only possible 
between states belonging to the same irreducible symmetry group (e.g. s−s, p−p, etc.) 











2  (2.66) 
that is known as the dipole matrix element. 
2.6.3 Coupling in QD ensemble 
After investigating the carrier-carrier and photon-carrier coupling in last two subsections, 
important optoelectronic properties in one QD or an ensemble of ideal QDs can be determined in 
terms of interband transitions, such as the emission wavelength and transition rate, among which 
the latter can be experimentally described as absorption coefficient. As in fact that QDs with 
various shapes and sizes are not isolated but connected via the WL, which also affect the emission, 
in the following two subsections, the inter-dot coupling will be discussed to demonstrate a more 
macroscopic view. 
It has been described in Sec. 2.4.1 that if a number of atoms are packed into a small space, the 
overlaps of orbitals among atoms introduce the splitting between bonding and antibonding orbitals. 
As the QDs are analogue atoms, this concept of orbital coupling can be applied to the coupling of 




between are very small. We obtain the basic conditions for electronic coupling by considering a 
composite system 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵 with Hamiltonian 𝐻𝐴∪𝐵, given by 
 𝐻𝐴∪𝐵 = 𝐻𝐾 + 𝑉𝐴∪𝐵, (2.67) 
and the original single-particle eigenstates |𝑢𝑖
𝐴⟩  and |𝑢𝑗
𝐵⟩  of decoupled systems A and B are 
continued to |𝑢𝑘
𝐴∪𝐵⟩ , e.g. |𝑢1
𝐴⟩ becomes |𝑢1
𝐴∪𝐵⟩ and |𝑢1
𝐵⟩ turns out to be |𝑢2
𝐴∪𝐵⟩ in the composite 
system 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵, which are non-orthogonal basis set. 














































with 𝐻𝑖𝑗 = ⟨𝑢𝑖
𝐴∪𝐵|𝐻𝐴∪𝐵|𝑢𝑗
𝐴∪𝐵⟩, Γ𝑖𝑗 = ⟨𝑢𝑖
𝐴∪𝐵|𝑢𝑗
𝐴∪𝐵⟩. (2.70) 














𝐵)2 + 4|𝐻12|2 (2.71) 
which are the bonding (𝐸− ) and antibonding (𝐸+ ) eigenstate energies, if 𝚪 ≈ 1 is applied. The 
coupling strength is then characterized by the energy separation between 𝐸− and 𝐸+, determined 
by the terms in the radical sign. We may see that, even if the single QD energies 𝐸1
𝐴 = 𝐸1
𝐵, as long 
as the envelope function overlap term 𝐻12 = ⟨𝑢1
𝐴∪𝐵|𝐻𝐴∪𝐵|𝑢2
𝐴∪𝐵⟩ ≠ 0 , then 𝐸− and 𝐸+ are not 





Fig. 2.12 Schematic illustration of (a) lateral and (b) vertical inter-dot coupling in a QD 
ensemble associated with the geometry configurations of the entire gain region. 
Although the dimensional reduction of the active region (i.e. QDs) results in many benefits 
which have been discussed, one fact we have to remember is that it also leads to a reduced effective 
interaction of the photons, therefore the implementation to realistic applications requires a partial 
compensation by either increasing the areal density of QD or the stacking enough number of QD 
layers. Consequently, coupling in such QD ensemble can be divided into two categories in terms 
of directions: As illustrated in Fig. 2.12(a), if the areal density of dots in a single layer is large, the 
lateral coupling dominates; if the QDs are tightly stacked, i.e. the spacer thickness is very small, 
the vertical coupling is dominant, as shown in Fig. 2.12(b). The latter is comparatively more 
complicated which consists of several different coupling mechanisms, i.e., except for the resonant 
electronic coupling, the strain coupling and nonresonant quantum tunneling associated with much 
more factors (e.g., the spacer thickness, the QD size homogeneity, the stacking alignment, and the 
SLN) can also affect the optoelectronic properties of the system. 
2.6.4 Broadened linewidth 
It has been mentioned in Sec. 2.3.1 and illustrated in Fig. 2.6(b) that the realistic DOS in QD shows 
a deviation from the delta-function-like counterpart of ideal QD, as predicted by Eq. (2.16). This 
deviation results from a broadened linewidth in frequency domain during the optical transitions, 
which consists of two principal contributions, i.e. homogeneous broadening (HB) and 





As explained in the last subsection, both absorption and emission of photon are statistical 
processes, implying an inherent uncertainty which we should deal with, when the small particle is 
our object of study. This uncertainty can account for the fact that absorption can occur when the 
incident light is even not precisely resonant with the energy separation between two well-defined 
states, m and n. For the off-resonance in terms of the angular frequency relative to 𝐸𝑚 − 𝐸𝑛, we 
can define this uncertainty as 
 







where the 𝜏 is known as the dephasing time [11]. Thus, this uncertainty in the frequency domain 
transforms the ideal delta lineshape with a linewidth of zero in Eqs. (2.16), (2.60), (2.61), and (2.65) 











|ℏ𝜔𝑛𝑚 − ℏ𝜔|2 + (ℏΓ)2
, (2.73) 
where Γ = 1/τ is defined as the dephasing rate, which is more commonly used. Note this HB is 
basically independent of the geometry of nanostructures, therefore in frequency domain it 
homogeneously broadens every spectral line, as its name says. 
The IHB, on the other hand, is easier to understand. The process of self-assembly results in a 
distribution of dot sizes that are dependent upon the growth conditions, and this size dispersion 
leads to a distribution of energies among a large number of dots in an ensemble [11], as each dot 











where 𝜔0 is the corresponding angular frequency of the peak of the distribution and ∆𝐸 is the 
FWHM linewidth of IHB, as the latter is commonly measured of 30~70 meV, much larger than the 
counterpart of HB. The distribution is divided into N (e.g. N = 51) subgroups on the basis of QD 







𝐺(ℏ𝜔𝑖) = 1. Within the ith subgroup, QDs are assumed to have identical transition energy ℏ𝜔𝑖, 
and the lineshape is dominated by Lorentzian HB in Eq. (2.73). Therefore, the absorption spectrum 
of the ensemble is made up of a series of homogeneously broadened spectra, centered on 𝜔𝑖 of 
each size subgroup of QDs, as illustrated in Fig. 2.13. 
 
Fig. 2.13 Absorption spectrum made up of HB and IHB contributions, as the latter is 
characterized by the distribution of QD sizes. 
2.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have discussed the fundamental but important Bloch’s theorem and perturbation 
theory. Based on those, the expressions of DOS in low-dimensional systems have been derived, 
particularly in the QDs. In addition to the DOS, the strain field and piezoelectric potential 
associated with growth process are playing vital roles in the modifications of confinement 
potentials in semiconductor-based quantum-confined nanostructures. A strain-dependent eight-
band k ∙ p method based on effective mass and envelope function approximations has been 











electronic band structure and numerically implemented by COMSOL Multiphysics. The 
interactions of electron-hole and photon-electron associated with the geometry have also been 
addressed, providing the alternative possibilities of engineering of interband transitions and 
optoelectronic properties. In addition to the few-particle interactions, more macroscopic inter-dot 
coupling effects in the ensemble of QDs have been discussed, paving the way for the macroscopic 
modeling in next chapter. A more detailed workflow of the microscopic modeling in addition to 
Fig. 1.7 is outlined in Fig. 2.14. 
 
Fig. 2.14 A more detailed workflow diagram that shows the numerical framework for 
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emission and spontaneous emission, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The basis of laser action is the 
coherent amplification of light by stimulated emission, made possible when the condition called 
population inversion is satisfied, resulting from the coexistence of absorption (i.e. loss) rate 
determined by 𝜌𝑛(1 − 𝜌𝑚) and emission (i.e. gain) rate determined by 𝜌𝑚(1 − 𝜌𝑛). Therefore, the 
degree of inversion (i.e. net gain) can be evaluated by (𝜌𝑚 − 𝜌𝑛). The detailed discussion about 
the calculation in a multi-level system of the occupation probability using coupled rate equations 
will be given in the next section. Moreover, for the interband transition between the CB and VB, 
𝜌𝑛 can be replaced by (1 − 𝜌𝑛
ℎ) thus the evaluation is simplified as (2𝜌𝑒,ℎ − 1) in the excitonic 
system which assumes the same dynamics of electrons and holes, i.e. 𝜌𝑚
𝑒 = 𝜌𝑛
ℎ = 𝜌𝑒,ℎ (Sec. 2.6.1). 
 
Fig. 3.2 Schematic illustration of photon absorption and generation through upward and 
downward transitions of one electron in a two-level system. 
It is important for us to keep in mind that the optical gain of interest in a waveguide is not the 
material gain (i.e. the hypothetical gain that would be experienced by a mode that is wholly 
confined to the gain medium such as QDs) but the modal gain, as the latter is associated with the 
aforementioned waveguide structure instead of the volume of material Ω in Eq. (2.61) [11]. More 
specifically, the most relevant parameters of the modal field used in modeling are the effective 
index 𝜂 in gain medium, the group index 𝜂g in the dielectric waveguide, and the fraction of energy 
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𝐿(ℏ𝜔𝑖𝑚, ℏ𝜔), (3.5) 
where the index m here is for the QD confined state involved in the transition (e.g. GS and ES) 
with degeneracy 𝐷𝑚, and 𝑁D is the areal density of QDs in a dot layer. The choice of equation 
depends on the type of matrix element used in the macroscopic modeling. From Eqs. (3.4) and 
(3.5) we can see that the modal gain cannot be increased by simply stacking a number of QD layers 
as large as possible, instead, only achieved by coupling as many layers into the mode as possible. 
By contrast, the spontaneous emission in an excitonic system is only determined by 𝜌𝑒,ℎ 
instead of (2𝜌𝑒,ℎ − 1) in terms of the occupation probability, as it only requires the occurrence of 
electron-hole pairs. In addition, the spontaneous emission is associated with the polarization of 
photons instead of the effective mode. Assuming the TE-polarized spontaneous emission is 
dominant in III-V QDs (Sec. 2.3.2), consistently with Eq. (3.5), the spontaneous emission spectrum 



























is the TE-polarized spontaneous emission rate for a single spin, derived using the Einstein 
approach [151]. The spontaneous emission spectrum is useful for model validation by comparing 
with the PL measurement data. In addition, it can be seen that in equilibrium, the rates of stimulated 
emission and absorption are related to the rate of spontaneous emission. Therefore it is possible to 





3.4 Rate Equations Approach 
Based on the discussion about the balance between gain and loss in the last section, this 
consideration can be extended into a multi-level system, and the occupation probability of each 
level can be calculated by employing the phenomenological rate equation (RE) approach. In the 
conventional multi-reservoir model [150], a set of nonlinear first-order differential equations for 
the average carrier density and for the average photon density in the active region are coupled with 
each other. Except for the gain of active medium, on the one hand, the captured carriers from other 
reservoirs are also treated as gain; on the other hand, instead of carrier lifetime, the escaped and 
relaxed carriers to other levels, together with the consumed ones in various recombination 
processes, account for the loss. Based on these general principles of RE approach, a number of 
variants have been developed to include additional effects or increase the accuracy of model, 
particularly for the active region with nanostructures. For instance, at first, the capture and escape 
of carriers existed only between two adjacent confined states (i.e. cascade model) [95, 96], and 
then direct relaxation paths between nonadjacent subbands were added to account for some 
phenomena [93, 153, 154]. The competitive emission from both GS and ES [155], the interaction 
of the inhomogeneously broadened gain medium with many lasing longitudinal modes [96], and 
different time scales of the separated electron and hole dynamics [156-159] were also included in 
the current RE variants. In addition, the expression of the photon density was substituted with the 
optical field represented by two counter-propagating waves, so that the total field was obtained by 
a standing wave with amplitude (𝐸+ + 𝐸−) and the net stimulated transition rate was proportional 
to (𝐸+ + 𝐸−)2. It is appropriate to couple this approach with the time-domain modeling of the 
propagating electro-optic field when longitudinal distribution dynamics of carriers and photons in 
waveguide become significant, which is discussed in detail in next section. 
A more complex version of the lastly mentioned RE approach is used in this thesis, as a full 
description of dipole polarization is included to relate the refractive index change to the optical 











which is related to the microscopic polarization 𝑝𝑖𝑚(ℏ𝜔) contributed from each QD subgroup via 










we can obtain the relationship between the modal gain [Eq. (3.5)], the carrier-induced refractive 





















According to Eq. (3.5), the refractive index change related to the real part of complex susceptibility 














|ℏ𝜔𝑖𝑚 − ℏ𝜔|2 + (ℏΓ)2
. (3.12) 
The microscopic polarization contributed from each QD subgroup can be written as 
 𝑝𝑖𝑚





and in time domain [100] 
 
𝑝𝑖𝑚










± (𝑧, 𝑡), (3.14) 
where 
𝐼𝑖𝑚




representing the convolution between the complex Lorentzian function and the optical field. Finally, 
the macroscopic polarization is given by 
 










observed in InAs/InP QDs [160]) consisting of two confined states GS and ES in InAs QDs and 
two states at higher energies represent the lowest edges of continuum band in the InAs WL and 
InGaAsP separate confinement heterostructure (SCH). Both GS and ES are assumed to 
simultaneously exhibit stimulated and spontaneous emissions (i.e. two-state lasing). Polarizations 
are also included to account for the frequency detuning induced by carrier dynamics. Only cascade 
relaxation paths are considered, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. 
 
Fig. 3.4 Schematic of carrier dynamics in a 4-level excitonic model of the active region of a 
typical QD laser. 
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𝑖𝑚  have been given by Eq. (3.7), 𝜔0 is the reference frequency chosen between the GS 
and ES transitions which usually has the highest occupation probability: 𝜔0 = (𝜔𝑖GS + 𝜔𝑖ES)/2 
for 𝑖 = (𝑁 + 1)/2, and the total number of carriers per square meters 𝑁𝑖𝑚
𝑒,ℎ(𝑧, 𝑡) is associated with 
their occupation probabilities as 
 𝑁𝑖𝑚
𝑒,ℎ(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑁l𝑁D𝐺𝑖𝐷𝑚𝜌𝑖𝑚
𝑒,ℎ(𝑧, 𝑡)𝑊∆𝑧. (3.21) 
The relationship between carrier capture time (e.g. state m → n) and escape time (state n → m) in 
























which are derived from Eqs. (2.10) and (2.12), respectively. Note the last terms including 𝐸± and 
𝑝𝑖𝑚
±  in Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) describe all the effects (i.e. gain and detuning) introduced by light-
matter interaction in each subgroup. 
3.5 Time-Domain Modeling of Propagating Field 
There are a variety of approaches and photonic CAD tools available to model the propagating field 
in passive optical components, e.g., OptiBPM based on beam propagation method (BPM) [162], 
and FIMMPROP based on eigenmode expansion (EME) [163]. These approaches are based on the 
frequency-domain modeling algorithm and suitable for the simulation of medium (e.g. optical 
fibers and couplers) whose refractive index is basically constant, i.e. high nonlinearity should be 




MEEP based on finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) [164], and PicWAVE based on time-
domain travelling-wave (TDTW) [165], are more appropriate for the active devices where light 
interacts quite a lot with the carriers, such as LEDs and diode lasers [98-100, 166]. 
Based on Maxwell’s equations, FDTD is a rigorous full-wave optical solver and perhaps the 
most widely used approach. It finite-differently discretizes Maxwell’s equations in time and space, 
in principle can model virtually anything. However, the major drawback of FDTD is the expensive 
computational cost, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. 
 
Fig. 3.5 Illustration of the relationship between the complexity of modeling algorithm (e.g. 
being represented in the floating-point numbers per time step) and the level to which they 
contain physical details [167]. 
For better efficiency and at the same time the sufficient accuracy, TDTW approach is typically 
used. Based on a slowly varying envelope approximation and the previous discussion, the 














𝐸±(𝑧, 𝑡) − 𝑗𝑃±(𝑧, 𝑡) + 𝐹±(𝑧, 𝑡) (3.24) 
With BC: 𝐸+(0, 𝑡) = 𝑟0𝐸
−(0, 𝑡), 𝐸−(𝐿, 𝑡) = 𝑟𝐿𝐸

























representing the fraction (𝛽sp) of spontaneous emission coupled with the guided mode, as shown 
in Fig. 3.4, 𝛼𝑖 is the intrinsic waveguide loss, 𝑟0 and 𝑟𝐿 are the reflectivity of field at 𝑧 = 0 (rear) 
and 𝑧 = 𝐿 (front) FP cavity facet, and 𝑃±(𝑧, 𝑡) is the macroscopic polarization as given in Eq. 
(3.16). This approach can be solved in time-domain like FDTD but with much larger time and 
space steps because the fast varying part 𝑒𝑗(𝛽𝑧−𝜔𝑡) has been removed, at the expense of range of 
propagating direction, i.e. only forward and backward slowly varying fields along y-axis of the 
waveguide are modeled, which is sufficient for this work. 
The TDTW models the optical field over a broad spectral range just as the FDTD, with the 
advantage of an adjustable algorithm for increasing the computation speed [168]. The basic TDTW 
approach can be further extended, as shown in our previous study, Jiao et al. have improved the 
model by including the nonlinear effects, i.e. group-velocity dispersion (GVD) and self-phase 
modulation (SPM) [97]. In terms of implementations, TDTW allows the inclusion of both CW and 
dynamic characteristics of many different active devices such as QD-SOAs [169], QD-FP MLLs 
[98, 100], and QD-DFB lasers [170]. Notably, Bardella et al. have recently rigorously applied 
TDTW to account for the passive self-mode-locking mechanism in single-section QD-based FP 
EELs without introducing any empirical parameters, e.g. gain compression factor or saturation 
intensity [98]. 
3.6 Numerical Framework for Macroscopic Modeling 
Although there are a variety of commercial FDTD tools available, e.g. Lumerical FDTD etc. [171], 
we want a fully tunability and extendibility of our model for the study. Therefore, we use MATLAB 
in macroscopic modeling [172]. For the sake of completeness and better clarification, skipping all 
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associated with the structure have been derived. Based on these expressions as well as the carrier-
induced refractive index change, microscopic and macroscopic polarizations have been derived 
from the complex optical susceptibility then were input as parameters to a full set of rate equations, 
as the REs account for the carrier kinetics between subbands of the system. Next, the time-domain 
modeling has been compared with the frequency-domain counterpart and was considered more 
appropriate for our modeling of QD laser. Therefore, TDTW equations have been shown, which is 
considered a powerful tool, well balancing the relationship between efficiency and accuracy when 
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4.2.2 Novel two-step model 
In contrast to the description in the last subsection, the QD growth with double-capping procedure 
needs strain analysis with separated stages to be precisely described. Therefore, more details need 
to be discussed based on the evolution of QD deformation in each stage. 
 
Fig. 4.2 Schematic illustration of the epitaxial growth of self-assembled QDs with the double-
capping procedure. (a) Deposition of InAs onto the lower barrier layer of InGaAsP leading 
to an accumulation of biaxial strain due to the lattice mismatch. (b) QDs formed on top of 
the wetting layer to minimize the total energy of the system when the critical thickness is 
reached. (c) QDs partially capped with the FCL followed by growth interruption, resulting 
in a reduction of QD height. (d) SCL grown to complete the whole capping process. 
First, as shown in Fig. 4.2(a), a thin InAs film is built up to a critical thickness under biaxial 
compression, and then is followed by a random formation of small islands or artificial QDs. During 
this first stage, only in-plane lattice mismatch is taken into calculations, i.e., no initial strain along 
the z-direction. It can be observed in Fig. 4.2(b) that the lattice constant is not homogeneous in 
QD: The lattice is compressed laterally and stretched vertically near the bottom, and then is relaxed 














Secondly, a thin InGaAsP FCL is grown to partially cap the QDs, and then a reduction of their 
height is followed due to mixed and exchanged As/P flux [173]. Different from [115] in which 
vertical initial strain due to the lattice mismatch is not included between two materials throughout 
the calculation, the calculated deformation field in the first stage along with an extra out-of-plane 
FCL/QD intrinsic lattice misfit is taken as initial input during this second stage of our model. This 


















′   are the resulting strain tensors obtained from first stage. The total free energy, as 
suggested in Fig. 4.2(c), is minimized through a further relaxation of the uncapped pop-out part 
(grey), which is wiped off in a later step as described in double-capping procedure. The wiping 
does not change the lattice constant anymore when the system is considered stable. Therefore, no 
extra in-plane initial strain is introduced due to the negligible FCL/WL and FCL/QD (near base 
area) lattice mismatch in x- and y-direction. The SCL has no contribution to further elastic strain 
analysis because the lattice constants are matched near the new top of “shortened” QD, as shown 
in Fig. 4.2(d).  
For simplicity, the sub-steps such as partial-removal and second-capping procedure are 
combined in the simulation, due to the minor significance of the SCL. The rest of the calculations, 
i.e., linear and quadratic PZT potential and eight-band k ∙ p model are the same as introduced in 
Sec. 2.5.3. The semiconductor material parameters used are listed in Table 4.1. Most parameters 




Table 4.1 Material parameters used in the following calculations at RT/LT. 
 Unit Temp. InAs GaP In1–xGaxAsyP1–y 
a Å 
RT0F1 6.0583 5.4505 5.6533xy+6.0583(1–x)y+5.4505x(1–y)+5.8687(1–x)(1–y) 
LT 6.0584 5.4512 5.6525xy+6.0584(1–x)y+5.4512x(1–y)+5.8688(1–x)(1–y) 
ρ kg/m3 RT/LT 5668 4130 5317.5xy+5668(1–x)y+4130x(1–y)+4790(1–x)(1–y) 
εr  
RT 14.55 11.1 13.18xy+14.55(1–x)y+11.1x(1–y)+12.35(1–x)(1–y) 
LT 14.55 10.86 12.4xy+14.55(1–x)y+10.86x(1–y)+11.77(1–x)(1–y) 
C11 GPa 
RT 83.29 140.5 119xy+83.29 (1–x)y+140.5x(1–y)+101.1(1–x)(1–y) 
LT 83.3 143.9 122.3xy+83.3 (1–x)y+143.9x(1–y)+102.2(1–x)(1–y) 
C12 GPa 
RT 45.26 62.03 53.8xy+45.26(1–x)y+62.03x(1–y)+56.1(1–x)(1–y) 
LT 45.3 65.2 57.1xy+45.3(1–x)y+65.2x(1–y)+57.6(1–x)(1–y) 
C44 GPa 
RT 39.59 70.33 59.4xy+39.59(1–x)y+70.33x(1–y)+44.2(1–x)(1–y) 
LT 39.6 70.14 60xy+39.6(1–x)y+70.14x(1–y)+46(1–x)(1–y) 
e14 C/m2 RT/LT 0.045 0.1 –0.18(1–y)2+0.15(1–y)–0.05 
B114 C/m2 RT/LT –0.5 –0.7 –0.4xy–0.5(1–x)y–0.7x(1–y)–1.1(1–x)(1–y) 
B124 C/m2 RT/LT –4.1 –2.2 –3.8xy–4.1(1–x)y–2.2x(1–y)–3.8(1–x)(1–y) 
B156 C/m2 RT/LT 0.2 –0.7 –0.7xy+0.2(1–x)y–0.7x(1–y)–0.5(1–x)(1–y) 
me m0 
RT 0.0213 Barrier 0.0632xy+0.0213(1–x)y+0.158x(1–y)+0.077(1–x)(1–y) 
LT 0.023 Barrier 0.0665xy+0.023(1–x)y+0.17x(1–y)+0.08(1–x)(1–y) 
γ1L  RT/LT 20.4 Barrier 7.1xy+20.4(1–x)y+4.04x(1–y)+5.33(1–x)(1–y) 
γ2L  RT/LT 8.3 Barrier 2.02xy+8.3(1–x)y+0.53x(1–y)+1.57(1–x)(1–y) 
γ3L  RT/LT 9.1 Barrier 2.91xy+9.1(1–x)y+1.26x(1–y)+2.11(1–x)(1–y) 
ac eV RT/LT –10.2 –7.14 –7.6+1.6x+[0.85xy–1(1–x)y–1.7x(1–y)+0.6(1–x)(1–y)] 
av eV RT/LT 1 1.7 –0.85xy+1(1–x)y+1.7x(1–y)–0.6(1–x)(1–y) 
b eV RT/LT –1.8 –1.7 –1.85xy–1.8(1–x)y–1.7x(1–y)–1.7(1–x)(1–y) 
d eV RT/LT –3.6 –4.4 –5.1xy–3.6(1–x)y–4.4x(1–y)–4.3(1–x)(1–y) 
Ec eV 
RT 0.709–0.37y 2.43–0.37y 0.14(1–y)2+0.46(1–y)+0.75 
LT 0.768–0.37y 2.565–0.37y 
1.423+0.689x–1.185y+0.758x2+0.18y2+0.763xy–1.14x2y–
0.845xy2+0.875x2y2 
Ev eV RT/LT 0.35–0.37y  –0.33–0.37y 0 
Δ eV 
RT 0.41 0.08 0.108(1–y)+0.33y–0.06y2 
LT 0.38 0.08 0.341xy+0.38(1–x)y+0.082x(1–y)+0.108(1–x)(1–y) 
Ep eV RT/LT 21.5 Barrier 28.8xy+21.5(1–x)y+31.4x(1–y)+20.7(1–x)(1–y) 
 
4.2.3 Impact on confinement potentials 
In the following study, a TP QD with h = 2.7 nm and D = 30 nm, surrounded by 1.15Q (i.e. 
In0.818Ga0.182As0.397P0.603) matrix, is selected as an example. The out-of-plane strain distributions 
                                                 
1 RT = 300 K, LT ≤ 10 K based on [133, 238-240]. However, it is also a good approximation for the LT case when 




with deformations in three-dimensional space at the end of first and the second stage, i.e., before 
and after capping, are given in Fig. 4.3. The deformations are moderately exaggerated to show the 
evolution of QD more clearly.  
 
Fig. 4.3 Illustration of the out-of-plane strain distributions with deformations of a TP QD (h 
= 2.7 nm, D = 30 nm) buried in 1.15Q in three-dimensional space when (a) the QD is 
uncapped and (b) the capping layer is finished. The insets show the cross-sectional strain 
distributions of ϵzz with deformations. The deformations are moderately exaggerated to show 
the evolution of QD more clearly. 
 
Fig. 4.4 (a) Hydrostatic strain and (b) biaxial strain distribution along the z-axis through the 
center of QD using the two models; and (c) the strained energy band edges for electrons, 
heavy holes and light holes along the (001) direction. 
The confinement potential energy (CPE) is the key to QD investigation. The CPE is 
characterized by hydrostatic strain and biaxial strain, which are defined in Eq. (2.45). Fig. 
4.4(a)−(b) compare the one-step and two-step models in terms of hydrostatic and biaxial strains 
through the center of the single QD along (001) direction. Notably, the hydrostatic strain increases 














































































significantly different from that using the one-step model, with which the strain drops smoothly 
and consistently as shown in Fig. 4.4(a). This difference arises from a larger tension in x- and y-
directions (in-plane) by using the two-step model. It is understood that, for the two-step model, the 
lower barrier layer alone experiences all the in-plane tensile strain from the QD, whereas the in-
plane strain can be shared by the lower barrier layer together with the capping layer in the one-
step model in which all of them are regarded as a single body. Consequently, a smaller absolute 
value of hydrostatic strain within the dot results in a lower CBE or less modified CPE by using 
two-step model, as shown in Fig. 4.4(c). 
 On the other hand, the biaxial strain results in a tilted top using the two-step model, which is 
closer to the experimental strain profile given by D. Cooper et al [174], instead of the fact that a 
flat top is obtained as shown in Fig. 4.4(b) using the one-step model. The tilted top clearly reflects 
the fact that the within-dot-vertical-tension induced by initial in-plane compression relaxes quickly 
along the z-axis. However, no relaxation is found in the one-step strain model. A slight difference 
is observed in HH and LH band edges near the top of QD between the two models, as shown in 
Fig. 4.4(c). Since having very similar strain and potential profiles in (001) direction, the flat-lens-






Fig. 4.5 Strain-induced modifications of lateral CPEs along a plane paralleled to x- and y-
axis in (a) TP QD and (b) FL QD. Red (blue) colors correspond to high (low) change of 
electronic confinement due to the strain. Both two strain-analysis methods are used to show 
different impacts. 
Since the study of CPE along a line axis can only give us a very restricted view, the lateral CPE 
profile is investigated in the following. A measured plane in WL, just beneath the interface of 
FCL/WL, is chosen because the hydrostatic strain shows the largest difference between the two 
models. The impact of different strain treatments is more impressive on the lateral CPE profile, as 
shown in Fig. 4.5 for a comparison of the two models that are used for modeling two QD shapes. 
The height refers to the change of two-dimensional (2D) in-plane potential in magnitude due to 
the strains. Using the two-step model, the potential peaks around the dot edge, and sinks in the 
center of the dot, thus the potential profile looks like a “tulip”, due to the smaller lifting of band 
edge inside than outside, as shown in the left figures of Fig. 4.5. In contrast to the two-step model, 
the potential profile looks like an “inverted box (barrel)” when the one-step model is used, as 
shown in the right figures of Fig. 4.5, which means that the band edge shifts upward more inside 
than outside. Moreover, despite being very small (of the order of 15 mV by calculations), the PZT 
potential reduces the lateral symmetry in C2v in the two models. Again, note the “tulip” resembles 
the experimental 2D-CPD maps extracted from Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) 
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Fig. 4.6(a)−(b) present the lateral CBE profile in two positions: in the middle and near the base 
of a TP QD. Due to the abrupt change of potentials at the InAs/InGaAsP interface, a full picture of 
the potentials is not easy to be obtained. However, Fig. 4.6 still give us some insights. As expected, 
the 2D potential well from the two-step model is much deeper than that from the one-step strain 
model, as shown in Fig. 4.6(a) and (b), attributed to the different behaviors of hydrostatic strain as 
explained before. Similar results are obtained for the FL QD, shown in Fig. 4.6(e) and (f). The 
comparisons between the lateral potentials along (110) and (11̅0) directions in the TP and FL QD 
using the two models are also illustrated in Fig. 4.6(c) and (d), for quantitatively presenting the 
symmetry reduction mentioned above. The lateral confinement potential profiles may be diverse 
from case to case; however, a universal behavior can be observed: The difference in potential 
between the two directions is getting larger from the middle ahead to the edge within a dot. 
Furthermore, a larger potential difference or “more C2v symmetry” can be observed in each case 
using the two-step model. To summarize, the different depths of the potential well will lead to total 
different eigenstates and wavefunctions for electrons, thereby different optical transition energies 
and emission spectra. The different degradation in symmetry of potential well will result in 
different splitting between states for electrons with different spin orientations. The results in details 
will be shown and discussed in the following section. 
4.3 Single Particle States 
4.3.1 Bright exciton splitting 
Unlike the self-assembled QDs with InAs/GaAs that are often formed in the shape of full pyramid, 
the self-assembled QDs with InAs/InGaAsP/InP often show a flat top and large base-to-height-
aspect-ratio (D/h), especially for those using the double-capping technique. In these TP or FL types, 
HH and LH band edges show less coupling, which results in negligible mixing of holes states [131]. 
It is confirmed by the probability amplitude in single QD calculated by strain-dependent eight-






† (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)Ψ𝑚(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)d𝑥d𝑦d𝑧
Ω
. (4.7) 
Part of the unnormalized results is listed in Table 4.2 as an example, where ↑↓ (⇑⇓) denote the 
electron (heavy hole) spin orientation. The dominant type in each hole state, which is larger than 
the others by roughly two or three orders of probability magnitude, is highlighted in bold. These 
huge differences in probability indicate that these holes states are almost “pure”. It can be inferred 
from Table 4.2 that the highest holes states relevant to optical transitions are predominated by 
heavy holes in the InAs/InGaAsP self-assembled QDs, which along with the low symmetry gives 
rise to optical selection rules leading to excitonic fine structure. In terms of ground state, two 
fundamental transitions between the initial state E1↓ (E1↑) and final state HH1⇑ (HH1⇓) can be 
optically excited, whereas the other two (↑⇑ and ↓⇓ ) are optically inactive, which follow the 
selection rule that the difference of angular momentum must equal to ±1 [139]. 
Table 4.2 Example of unnormalized probability amplitudes for holes1F2 
States (eV) LH⇓ HH⇓ HH⇑ LH⇑ SO⇓ SO⇑ 
0.26146 130.95 3.3710 64485 71.904 1.4691 75.020 
0.26118 68.235 64585 8.1268 173.21 86.153 6.4544 
0.24825 317.79 13.394 51308 293.89 3.4168 173.19 
0.24744 253.63 51958 10.694 429.10 202.29 14.917 
0.24687 298.90 16.598 50494 248.08 3.0995 162.34 
0.2461 239.24 51234 12.520 422.32 198.35 16.733 
 
Fig. 4.7 presents the lowest (and highest) six energy states for electrons (and holes) and the 
corresponding s-like and p-like isosurfaces of probability density function (PDF) defined by the 
term in the triple integral symbol of Eq. (4.7) for the TP and FL QD shapes. As expected, due to 
the deeper confinement potential well for electrons, the electron states are confined more tightly 
within the dot from the two-step model, as shown in Fig. 4.7(a) and (c). On the other hand, 
                                                 
2 All the results are obtained in a TP QD (h = 2.7 nm, D = 30 nm) buried in 1.15Q by using a two-step model. The 




correspondingly, the hole states are confined better from the one-step model, as shown in Fig. 4.7(b) 
and (d), due to the slightly deeper well for holes [see Fig. 4.4(c)]. 
 
Fig. 4.7 Eigenstates and corresponding probability density isosurfaces for s- and p-like 
orbitals of the bound electron (red) and hole (blue) in (a) TP QD using two-step model, and 
(b) using one-step model, and in (c) FL QD using two-step model, and (d) using one-step 
model. Energy values are given in eV. The isosurfaces enclose 50% of the probability densities. 
The energy difference between the two bright excitonic states (↓⇑ and ↑⇓), referred to bright 
exciton splitting (BES), is related to the confinement potential anisotropy [76, 176-178]. The two 
fundamental transition energies ↓⇑ of 0.72423 eV and ↑⇓ of 0.72897 eV for TP QD [Fig. 4.7(a)], 
or ↓⇑ of 0.72464 eV and ↑⇓ of 0.72803 eV for FL QD [Fig. 4.7(c)] is calculated using the two-step 
model. Correspondingly, the obtained transition energies using the one-step model are 0.76023 and 
0.76342 eV [Fig. 4.7(b)], and 0.7529 and 0.75557 eV [Fig. 4.7(d)] for the two QD shapes. Thus, 
the BES calculated using the two-step model is 4.7 meV and 3.4 meV for the TP and FL QD shape, 
































































is 3.2 meV and 2.7 meV for the TP and FL QD shape respectively. The larger BES from the two-
step model may offer a possible way to explain a partial source of optical spectrum-splitting 
phenomenon found in semiconductor QD lasers emission, which has excited a lot of interests for 
a while. 
To our best knowledge, the study of fine structure is generally for the single-quantum-dot-
based applications such as qubit [179, 180]. For the semiconductor lasers with a huge number of 
quantum dots, the “gap” in optical spectrum arising from the splitting is supposed to be easily 
smoothed out by homogeneous broadening effect, since the calculated BES is very small [76], and 
even zero (degenerated ground state) according to the previous works using the conventional one-
step model [36, 78, 131]. Therefore, despite a lot of hypotheses proposed about the ground state 
spectrum-splitting (GSSS) occurring in self-assembled QD based semiconductor lasers [181-184], 
none of them has connected this phenomenon with BES. In this work, a BES energy of ~5 meV 
corresponding to ~10 nm of wavelength in emission spectrum around 1550 nm is found from the 
two-step model. This result is in a good agreement with the ones given in [181-183], in which the 
spectral separations between first and second peaks are ~10 nm at low injection experimentally. 
Thus, the larger BES in two-step model becomes a possible way to explain the GSSS phenomenon. 
4.3.2 Dimensional evolution of single QD 
The exact dependence of average base diameter and dot height of self-assembled InAs/InP QD 
was not included in previous sections. Instead, a variation range of base diameter was given for 
the sake of error estimation, when the dot height was varied. However, some study (e.g. QD stack 
in Sec. 4.6) requires a more precise description of QD dimensional evolution is crucial for further 
investigation. It is noteworthy that Schliwa et al. have found that the separation between GS and 
ES is correlated to the dimensional evolution in self-assembled InAs/GaAs QD, and when the base 
length is increased in 2- or 3-ML steps with increase of dot height in 1-ML step, their calculated 




nearly constant GS-ES energy separation as a function of dot height [149].  















 GS (onion-like)     GS (D/h = 20)
 ES1 (onion-like)     ES (D/h = 20)
 GS (q = 34°)     GS (ltop/D = 0.79)
 ES (q = 34°)     ES (ltop/D = 0.79)
LT
 
Fig. 4.8 Simulated energies of the GS and the first ES (ES1) in TP InAs/1.15Q QDs as a 
function of FCL thickness. The red symbols refer to a series of five QDs with an onion-like 
dimensional dependence of D and FCL thickness, i.e. D increases in 8-ML steps with the 
increase of FCL thickness in 1-ML steps. The results are compared to other three cases as 
shown in the legend, which disagree with our presumption of constant GS-ES energy 
separation. 
Although there is a lack of experimental and theoretical evidence for the InAs/InP counterpart, 
we might make a bold presumption that, for InP based QD, there is a similar constant GS-ES 
energy separation at LT as well. Based on the parameters given in Table 4.1 and our trial and error 
simulations, as shown in Fig. 4.8, a resemble onion-like dimensional dependence of average base 
diameter and dot height is found, as the former increases in ca. 8-ML steps with increase of height 
in 1-ML steps. The fitting function is expressed by 




In addition, the fitting function Eq. (4.8) perfectly agrees with the experimental observations: 
When the average QD height is varied in the range of 1.5 to 2.7 nm, the variation of dependent 
base diameter is kept in the range of 30 to 40 nm [35]. This aspect ratio suggests InP based QD 
has much more flat shape compared to GaAs based counterpart, in agreement with the observations 
to these two types of self-assembled QD. 
4.4 Optical Properties 
4.4.1 Impact of FCL thickness 
To illustrate the influence of the FCL thickness on the RT PL characteristics, we consider many 
FCL thicknesses but a constant total CL thickness (10 nm). Note the QD growth is finite, as 
reported by J. M. Ulloa et al, a maximum possible height 3.5 nm could be reached, in other words, 
the FCL thickness and QD height are no longer relevant for the FCL thickness larger than 3.5 nm 
since a thicker FCL will bury the most of QD completely and invalidate the double-cap [37]. 
However, we actually presume that the detuning begins when the FCL thickness increases to 
around 2.7 nm, after carefully observing S. Luo and coworkers’ measurement results: The blue-
shift of PL peak wavelength drastically slows down, and the PL full width at half magnitude 
(FWHM) rises rapidly as the FCL reaches beyond 2.7 nm [40]. It is suggested that the majority of 
QDs stop growing when their heights reach 2.7 nm. As most of QDs are buried before the 
accomplishment of FCL, the uniformity of QD heights is lost. This increased fluctuation leads to 
the detuning between the FCL thickness and the transition energies, as well as the increased PL 
FWHM. The possible distribution of dot heights is illustrated in Fig. 4.9. 
 
Fig. 4.9 Schematic illustration of a possible distribution of QD heights when continuous 
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or FCL thickness. Note that since the 1.15Q used by P. J. Poole and coworkers is slightly different 
from the above calculated one (x = 0.184, y = 0.392 versus x = 0.182, y = 0.397) [35], error bars 
are calculated and shown in Fig. 4.10(b), for the sake of accuracy. The result suggests a negligible 
difference in between. 
It is seen that the measurement data are closer to the lower and upper margins of the tunable 
range in Fig. 4.10(a) and (b), respectively, suggesting that the average diameters of the dot bases 
in two settings are approximately 30 nm and 40 nm, which coincide with the descriptions about 
the QD size in [40] and [35], respectively. It is also indicated that the shape is not a key point since 
almost the entire tunable ranges from FL QD (patterned in translucent blue with dotted borderline) 
is overlapped by which from TP QD (patterned in green vertical stripes) both in Fig. 4.10(a) and 
(b). 
4.4.2 Impact of SCL thickness 
Boundary condition (BC) used for the study of the capping layer is needed to define first. The type 
of BC defines the constraint at each boundary applied to the wavefunctions of electron and hole. 
As the top boundary of capping layer (or of uppermost barrier layer) may be very close to targeted 
QD (e.g. down to 3.5 nm away from the top interface of dot/barrier matrix), the impact of different 
BCs applied to this top boundary should be taken into account. Here, closed BC stands for the 
Dirichlet BC being applied to all outermost boundaries, and open BC stands for no treatment of 
BC being applied to the top boundary (i.e. considered as an internal interface or so-called Neumann 
BC), and the other boundaries are considered closed BC. 
It is significant to clear up at this stage the wholly capping thickness Tc (i.e. FCL plus SCL) 
dependence in single QD. In this subsection, the influences of Tc on the strain field and single-
particle electron (hole) GS are studied, by using both the two-step and one-step method (for 
reference) when single QD is deeply buried. Fig. 4.11(a) and (b) present the evolution of strain 




calculated by the two-step and one-step model. Basically, the ϵxx along (001) does not exhibit 
obvious change with the varied capping layer thickness for both models. Therefore, it can be 
deduced from Eqs. (2.24)−(2.28) that the strain effect on electronic structure is mainly determined 
by ϵzz, thus we only discuss the evolution of ϵzz hereinafter. 
 
Fig. 4.11 Evolution of strain tensors ϵzz and ϵxx along (001) through the center of a single QD, 
with Tc = 5, 10, and 25 nm, calculated by (a) two-step and (b) one-step model. ϵzz in upper 
and ϵxx in lower figure.  
Three distinct features are exhibited from the two-step model in Fig. 4.11(a) compared to the 
one-step model in Fig. 4.11(b), as the latter two features lead to the different symmetry properties 
in the strain profile of these two models: 
a) Both of the two models show a decreasing tensile strain and increasing compressive strain with 
the increase of Tc. However, the one-step model results in a much higher sensitivity to Tc than 
the two-step model, particularly when Tc varies between 5−10 nm (see the black solid and red 
dashed lines in Fig. 4.11).  




is observed in Fig. 4.11(a), i.e. the two-step model, leads to relax rapidly over a distance of ca. 
5 nm, and at away from the interface of ca. 5 nm, the compressive strain is transited to tensile 
strain. Instead, by the one-step model, the compressive strain gradually decreases to zero from 
the interface till ca. 20 nm away from the interface.  
c) A smaller compressive strain (ca. 50%) and a slower relaxation (ca. 20 nm) in the capping layer 
(i.e. above the QD top) are observed from the two-step model compared to the one-step model, 
and also the strain profile obtained by the one-step model is almost the same at both the QD 
bottom and top, i.e. like a mirror image as shown in Fig. 4.11(b). Notably, this strain profile 
asymmetry, as shown in Fig. 4.11(a), only obtained by the two-step model, agrees better to the 
experimental results of strain profile along (001) obtained by the high-resolution HAADF 
STEM [185]. 
Fig. 4.12(a) and (b) show the calculated single-particle GS energy and PL peak wavelength 
corresponding to the separation of electron-hole GS energies of series “1+0” using both two-step 
and one-step model. As shown in Fig. 4.11 that the strain profiles are different from each other, but 
a very similar behavior of single-particle energy as a function of Tc is found for the two models as 
shown in Fig. 4.12(a): On the one hand, the lowest electron state energies (E1 in Fig. 4.12(a)) from 
both models decrease rapidly with the increase of Tc from 5 to 10 nm, and are almost constant 
when Tc varies between 10−30 nm. The highest hole state energies (H1), on the other hand, slightly 
decrease consistently with the increase of Tc. Moreover, the electron and hole state energy are 
smaller using the two-step model compared to the one-step model, in particular for electron state. 
Correspondingly, Fig. 4.12(b) shows the PL peak wavelength versus Tc, for which closed and open 
BC both are considered for vision of the boundary impact. It is seen that a redshift is found when 
Tc varies from 5 to 10 nm, and then a consistent blueshift is obtained when Tc exceeds 10 nm by 
both models with the closed BC. This red- and blue-shifting behavior agree to the experimental 
observation [186]. This intriguing phenomenon, to our best knowledge, has not been commonly 




wavelength behavior with Tc is not predicted by the two models with the open BC.  
 
Fig. 4.12 (a) Calculated single-particle GS energy and (b) PL peak wavelength 
(corresponding to the separation of electron-hole GS energies) of series “1+0” at LT, for 
which closed and open BC are applied to calculate the wavefunctions of electron and hole. 
E1 and H1 denote the lowest electron and highest hole state energies involved in the 
fundamental transition, respectively. 
In Fig. 4.12(b), since the closed and open BC, only differ at the top boundary of the capping 
layer, the PL peak wavelength behavior in Fig. 4.12(b) is caused only by the top boundary 
difference. Next, the impact of Tc on electron and hole will be discussed, which is used to explain 
the impact of the BC. The electron behavior is originated by the comparatively small effective 
mass that results in a much larger barrier penetration and thereby larger spread of wavefunction. 
When the top boundary with the Dirichlet (i.e. closed) BC is very close to the QD, i.e., the 
wavefunction of electron is forced to be zero at the top boundary, unlike the case of open BC in 
which the continuity of wavefunction is retained at both sides of the interface. In other words, the 
electron is more localized for the smaller Tc, leading to an increased kinetic energy. At away from 
the top boundary, the localization effect of electron is reduced, and a PL redshift is expected until 
the boundary is far away enough so that the localization effect is negligible [see the solid lines in 
Fig. 4.12(b)]. The localization of hole, on the other hand, is less affected by the increase of Tc, or 
mostly compensated by the increasing strain effect, due to its weaker barrier penetration. In fact, 
the hole state is more susceptible to the increasing mass of the capping layer, thereby the enhanced 
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Fig. 4.15 Calculated RT PL peak wavelengths and bright exciton splitting energies as a 
function of arsenic mole fraction y in the quaternary alloy of barrier matrix. The y-axis on 
the left and right denote the RT PL peak wavelengths tuning range and BES energies tuning 
range, respectively. 
4.5 Lateral Coupling among Neighboring QDs 
In this section, we present a comprehensive study of the interaction of QDs at RT considering inter-
dot distance in paralleled coupling, in tilted coupling, and QD size homogeneity affecting on the 
coupling. The InAs QDs on a 3.2-ML WL are capped with two 1.25Q InGaAsP (x = 0.253, y = 
0.55) capping layers, composed of a thin FCL and a thick SCL controlling the QD height. The QD 
height h and surface ratio 𝑙top 𝐷⁄  are fixed to 1.5 nm and 0.65, respectively. The total lengths of 
the substrate in x- and y-directions are 75 nm and 59 nm in the calculation, which is considered 
big enough given by the practical size of QDs. A side view of two QDs overlapping with each 
other is shown in Fig. 4.16. Parameters and interpolation are the same as ones given in Table 4.1. 
 







































4.5.1 Impact of paralleled coupling 
Only the GS of electrons and holes of the composite system are our focuses in this section. 
First, the effects of overlapping of two TP QDs have a square base with a base length of 19 nm 
(big dot) and 17 nm (small dot) [as shown in Fig. 4.17(a)] are simulated. Fig. 4.17(b) shows the 
PDF and eigenvalues of the GS of electrons and holes for the two dots overlapped by 10, 8, 5, 4, 
3, and 2 nm as well as separated by 2 nm. It can be noticed that the high PDF (i.e. light black area) 
of electrons is concentrated together, and two dots are like one big dot, but the transition energy is 
lower than that of the single big dot when the overlap is higher than 5 nm. This suggests that the 
electronic coupling between the two QDs is high. The electronic coupling then decreases obviously 
as the overlap reduces, and the location of the high PDF of the GS tends to shift from the middle 
of the two QDs to the center of the big QD, while the PDF in the small QD gradually decreases to 
a low level. The high PDF starts showing discontinuity at the 4 nm overlap and becomes extremely 
tiny in the small QD at the 3 nm overlap. At the 2 nm overlap, the high PDF does not exist in the 
small QD anymore, which means that the chance of finding electrons in the small QD is very low. 
When the two dots are separated by 2 nm, only low PDF (i.e. blue area) is left in the small QD, 
indicating that it is almost impossible to find electrons in the small QD in this case. This is quite 





Fig. 4.17 (a) Probability density isosurface in the x-y plane and corresponding eigenvalue of 
the GS for electrons (left column) and holes (right column) for small and big isolated single 
QD, and (b) for two dots overlapped by 10, 8, 5, 4, 3, and 2 nm as well as separated by 2 nm. 
Four colors represent different levels of PDF (light black: 100%, green: 70%, blue: 40%, 
white: 0%). 
4.5.2 Impact of tilted coupling 
Next, the effects of relatively tilted QD positions are studied, as two QDs with offsets in y-axis 
direction are considered. The two dots overlap are fixed to be 3 nm. Fig. 4.18 shows the PDF 
distribution of the GS electrons and holes for the two dots with offsets of −1, 4, 9, and 14 nm (the 
negative means opposite offset) and corresponding eigenvalues of electrons and holes as well as 
transition energy are also given. As the offset increases from -1 nm to 9 nm, the medium PDF area 
(green) of electrons reduces by half in the small QD, and the medium PDF area (green) of holes in 
the small QD reduces as well. Moreover, the medium PDF almost disappears in the small QD when 
the offset is 9 nm and above, and in fact only a tiny low PDF (blue) of holes is left in the small 
QD. When the offset is 14 nm, only the low PDF (blue) of electrons in the small QD is left, and 




the high PDF of either electrons or holes is dominated by the big QD, which means that most 
photoemissions are created by the big QD rather than the small QD. The transition energy increases 
towards the energy of the single big QD as the offset increases, which is due to the reduced 
coupling between the two QDs. The transition energy within the 15 nm offset (from −1 to 14 nm) 
is increased by around 0.00934 eV, which corresponds to 15.83 nm wavelength blue shift. 
 
Fig. 4.18 Probability density isosurfaces in the x-y plane and corresponding eigenvalue of the 
ground states for electrons (left column) and holes (right column) at an offsets of −1, 4, 9 and 
14 nm. 
4.5.3 Impact of size homogeneity on coupling 
Finally, the interaction of two dots with different sizes is investigated. The left dot in Fig. 4.17(a) 
with a base side length of 19 nm is fixed, while the base side length of the right dot is varied. The 
overlap and surface ratio are fixed to be 4 nm and 0.65, respectively. Fig. 4.19(a) shows the PDF 
of electrons and holes for the right dot with side base length of 21, 19, 17, 15, and 13 nm. An 
obvious trend can be seen that the high PDF of both electrons and holes gradually shifts from the 
small dot to big dot. When the two dots have the same size, the high PDF area is divided equally, 
which is different from Ref. [189]. Whenever the two QDs are different enough in size such as 21 
nm, 15 nm, 13 nm in Fig. 4.19(a), the high PDF always tends to stay in the bigger QD, which 




shown in [189]. As expected, the transition energy increases as the small QD decreases in size. 
The transition energy within 8 nm change of the base side length of the small QD is increased by 
around 0.00781 eV, which corresponds to 13.42 nm wavelength blue shift. 
Instead of having two QDs with different sizes close to each other, there could also be multiple 
QDs surrounding each other. Fig. 4.19(b) presents the PDF of the GS electrons and holes for three 
QDs with a base length of 19, 16 and 13 nm, which are overlapped with each other as indicated in 
Fig. 4.19(b). Such a structure of the three-QDs can be equivalent to a large QD with irregular shape. 
Similar to the two-QDs, the high PDF of the GS always tends to stay in the biggest QD, 
independent of where the biggest QD is (center, left or right) and how big the overlap is. The high 
PDF of electrons can cover almost the entire area of the PDF of holes, which means there is very 
high spatial overlap between each other, leading to strong photoemission. 
However, the above observation may not apply to the first ES of those structures. Neglecting 
the details of energy levels, Fig. 4.19(c)−(f) phenomenologically shows the PDF distribution of 
the first ES electrons and holes for the three dots and two dots overlapping. The overlaps are 
indicated in Fig. 4.19(c)−(f). The high PDF tends to locate in the small QD, different from the GS. 
But obviously, it is seen that the high PDF of electrons always tends to stay towards the edge of 
the QD structure, while the high PDF of holes tends to stay towards the center of the QD structure. 
This spatial difference greatly reduces the spatial overlap between each other. Thus the 
photoemission from the small QDs is suppressed. This finding can offer a further explanation for 
the previous experimental results reported in [35], where the peak wavelength shifted to the longer 
wavelength region was discovered when the dot density of QDs grown by double-capping 
procedure was increased. Apparently, the higher the dot density is, the closer the QDs are to each 
other, which increases the chance of QDs overlapping with each other and leads to the reduction 
of the independent photoemissions from small QDs. This also explains why most of the 
experimental results in [35, 40, 51] showed the tendency of shifting to longer wavelength (red shift) 





Fig. 4.19 Probability density isosurface in the x-y plane and corresponding eigenvalue of the 
ground states for electrons (left) and holes (right) for the two dots with base side length of 19 
nm (left dot) and (a) 21, 19, 17, 15, and 13 nm (right dot), and the overlap of 4 nm; and (b) for 
the three QDs with base side lengths of 19 nm, 16 nm, and 13 nm and overlaps indicated in 
the figure. (c)−(f) Probability density isosurface of electrons (top) and holes (bottom) of the 
first ES for the three dots (base length of 19 nm, 16 nm, & 13 nm) with the big QD at (c) left, 
(d) center, (e) right of the three QDs; and (f) two QDs (base length of 19 nm, & 15 nm) with 
the big dot at left. 
4.6 Vertical Coupling among Stacked QDs 
In this section, the vertically stacked self-assembled dots are investigated in detail, which exhibits 
much richer tunability of optical characteristics compared with the counterpart of laterally coupled 
ones, as introduced in last section [190], due to the interplay of its three principal coupling 




tunnelling. The coupling physics and electronic/optical properties of vertically stacked self-
assembled dots have been theoretically studied intensively [73, 83, 149, 191-196], where 
symmetric strain profiles along QD growth direction are generally predicted by using the 
conventional strain model. The symmetric strain profiles in these works calculated by the so-called 
one-step model always lead to symmetric vertical confinements and electronic band edges 
regardless of what the SLNs are considered. Nevertheless, the actual cross-sectional microscopy 
images of closely stacked QDs show an obvious nonidentical deformation from the lowermost to 
uppermost of QDs [108, 197, 198], which suggests asymmetric vertical confinement due to the 
cumulative strain along QD growth direction. The average deformation of the upper dots should 
depend on the SLN, which is not supported by the conventional one-step model. As the strength 
of electronic state resonance is closely related to this physical symmetry of quantum confinement 
along (001) and thus related to the strain, the latter should be studied carefully. 
4.6.1 Structures to be investigated 
In this subsection, we apply the multistep strain analysis method presented in previous sections to 
model a 3D self-assembled multilayer InP-based QD stack at LT, as the modeling follows the 
growth process to reproduce the realistic strain distribution. Based on the novel model, we 
investigate the influence of inter-dot distance (determined by spacer thickness in this section) on 
optical properties of a multilayer structure with vertically stacked QDs. Regarding the 
methodology, existing studies on the influence of spacer (specifically referring to the barrier layer 
sandwiched by two dot-layers) also include the contributions of capping layer (referring to the 
uppermost barrier layer), i.e., even for the same stacked QDs sample, different capping thickness 
can lead to different optical transition energy, and this impact should be excluded in investigation 
of spacer thickness (Ts). In our study, the topmost QD is kept uncapped to avoid the influence of 
capping thickness (Tc). With respect to the baseline setting, instead of modeling the single-particle 




dependence of single-QD states with respect to Tc as a baseline, for the sake of isolating the 
coupling effect of neighboring QDs from the contribution of capping layer. Fig. 4.20 gives an 
overview of the investigated structure series featured by the SLNs/alignment conditions at LT. 
 
Fig. 4.20 Unperturbed and perturbed structure considered in this section. 
a) Series “1+0” (fundamental baseline). A flat truncated-pyramidal InAs QD embedded in InP-
lattice-matched quaternary In0.816Ga0.184As0.392P0.608 (1.15Q) capping layer with a varying Tc 
between 5−30 nm. If not specified, the default dimensions of QD in this study are as follows: 
first capping layer (FCL) thickness 1.5 nm, WL thickness 5.4 monolayers (MLs), base diameter 
(Dbase, diagonal length of the square base) 30 nm, and base angle 34˚. 
b) Series “1+1”. Two-layer QD stack, in which the lower InAs QD is embedded in the 1.15Q 




c) Series “2+1”. Three-layer QD stack, in which the lower two InAs QDs with the default 
[“FCL(1.5+1.5)”] or perturbed height [“FCL(1.5+1.2)” and “FCL(1.5+1.8)”] (as shown in Fig. 
4.20), are embedded in 1.15Q barrier layer with a varying Ts between 5−30 nm, then the upper 
InAs QD is kept uncapped. Note Dbase in the perturbed structures is a variable as a function of 
the FCL thickness, which will be discussed at the end of this part. 
d) Series “Oblique 2+1”. By applying a small deviation from (001) direction on the structure 
“FCL(1.5+1.5)”, with a deviation angle θ varying between 5−30˚, inclining along either (100) 
or (110) direction. 
e) Series “3+1”. Four-layer QD stack, in which the lower three InAs QDs with the default size 
is embedded in 1.15Q barrier layer with a varying Ts between 5−30 nm, then the upper InAs 
QD is kept uncapped. 
Table 4.3 Material parameters used in the calculations at LT. 
 Unit  InAs In0.816Ga0.184As0.392P0.608 (1.15Q) 
a Å  6.0584 5.8671 
ρ kg/m3  5668 5035.1 
εr   14.55 12.6029 
C11 GPa  83.3 102.2693 
C12 GPa  45.3 54.4797 
C44 GPa  39.6 47.6632 
e14 C/m2  0.045 –0.0253 
B114 C/m2  –0.5 –0.8128 
B124 C/m2  –4.1 –3.717 
B156 C/m2  0.2 –0.3129 
me m0  0.023 0.0709 
γ1L   20.4 10.1338 
γ2L   8.3 3.6388 
γ3L   9.1 4.3085 
ac eV  –10.2 –7.4567 
av eV  1 0.1511 
b eV  –1.8 –1.7428 
d eV  –3.6 –4.1450 
Ec eV  0.6230 1.1591 
Ev eV  0.205 0 
Δ eV  0.38 0.2089 




The dimensional evolution of InAs/InP QDs is needed in this study, as introduced in Sec. 4.3.2. 
The material parameters used in calculations at LT are listed in Table 4.3 extracted from Table 4.1 
for the convenience of reading. 
4.6.2 Impact of vertical strain coupling 
Fig. 4.11 in Sec. 4.4.2 shows that single-particle energy for a single QD structure is hardly affected 
strikingly by Tc, but the distinct asymmetric strain profile along (001) plays a vital role in the strain 
coupling for a multilayer QD stack. It is known that the interior strain of a central QD in a 
multilayer QD stack is superposed by the exterior strain of its upper and lower neighboring QDs.  
 
Fig. 4.21 Schematic illustration of (a) bidirectional and (b) unidirectional compressive strain 
accumulations for the conventional and our multistep (novel) model applied to a deeply 
buried stack of five dot layers, respectively. The red arrowhead lines visualize the cumulative 
direction, and the green lines indicate the total ϵzz along the growth direction. 
The impact of strain distribution on the neighboring QD for the multi-layer stacking QD with 
multistep strain analysis differs from the one-step conventional model: For the conventional model, 
a symmetric superposed strain profile (e.g., see Refs. [195] and [196]), formed by the symmetric 
strain distribution along (001) of individual QD, results in a bidirectional accumulation of 
compressive strain with the increase of SLN, from the outermost (i.e., uppermost and lowermost) 
to the innermost (i.e., central). Therefore, the innermost QD is always the most significantly 
strained in all dot layers, as shown in Fig. 4.21(a). By contrast, intuitively, for the multistep model, 




to the uppermost QD, e.g. see Fig. 1.9(i) as an example of uneven size distribution resulting from 
such unidirectional strain accumulation. This uneven growth results from the asymmetric strain 
distribution, i.e. the lower QD has a larger impact on the upper QD by compressive strain. The 
cumulative strain remarkably affects the uppermost QD, as shown in Fig. 4.21(b). This upwardly 
cumulative strain may not be completely relaxed in very thin barrier layers, and thus a very rough 
surface is formed, resulting in a stop of QD formation after 4 or 5 stacked layers for InAs/GaAs 
system [199]. 
 
Fig. 4.22 Evolution of strain tensors ϵzz and ϵxx along (001) through the center of stacked QDs, 
at Ts = 5, 10, and 25 nm for (a) series “1+1” and (b) series “2+1” at LT. For the latter, strain 
profiles are aligned with respect to targeted QD to show the impact clearly. 
To understand the impact of the inter-dot distance, the evolution of vertical strain coupling for 
the series “1+1” and “2+1” are studied carefully, as shown in Fig. 4.22(a) and (b), respectively. 
Similar to the single dot, the ϵxx in stacked dots exhibits a negligible effect on the electronic band 
edges, as shown in Fig. 5, and thus the evolution of ϵzz versus Ts will be only discussed hereinafter. 




QD as a function of Ts: For closely stacked scenario (Ts = 5 nm), at the top, the targeted QD is 
affected by the compressive strain introduced by the upper QD; while at the bottom, on the other 
hand, the targeted QD is affected by the tensile strain, resulting in a strain profile with a tilted top 
in the dot [see the black solid line in Fig. 4.22(a)]. When Ts is getting larger (e.g., 10 nm), the 
targeted QD is only affected by the tensile strain at both of the top and bottom, leading to a more 
homogeneous strain distribution in the dot [see the red dashed line in Fig. 4.22(a)]. As the upper 
QD keeps being further away, the tensile strain is gradually out of reach, reducing the magnitude 
of strain in the targeted QD [see the blue dotted line in Fig. 4.22(a)]. This decrease of tensile strain 
in the dot corresponds to an increase of the conduction band edge and electron energy as well. 
Similarly, the series “2+1” in Fig. 4.22(b) presents how the outermost neighboring QD 
concurrently affects the innermost targeted QD as a function of Ts: The compressive strain 
provided by the lowermost QD partially compensates the tensile strain. Apparently, this 
compensating effect is comparatively more constant for Ts in 5−10 nm and disappears for Ts = 25 
nm. 
 
Fig. 4.23 Evolution of electron and hole GS energies as a function of Ts (or Tc) in targeted QD 
for series “1+1” and “2+1” at LT, with series “1+0” serving as a baseline for the sake of 
comparison. 
Fig. 4.23 shows the evolution of electron and hole GS energies as a function of Ts (or Tc) in the 
targeted QD for series “1+1” and “2+1”, with the series “1+0” serving as the baseline (see the 




or hole is trapped in the topmost uncapped QD; there is no recombination or emission occurring 
in this layer. The calculations of piezoelectric potential and electronic band structure are only taken 
into account for the lower (two) QD(s). As analyzed in the last paragraph, an expected lowering of 
the electron GS energy (by 15 meV for Ts = 5 nm) with respect to the baseline can be seen in the 
series “1+1”, and this lowering gradually vanishes with the increase of Ts (see the red lines with 
circular marks). However, surprisingly, the expected lifting of electron GS energy for the series 
“1+1”, introduced by the compensating effect of tensile strain as analyzed in the last paragraph, is 
not seen in the series “2+1”. On the contrary, a drastic decrease by 40 meV for Ts = 5 nm is shown, 
probably attributed to the electron coupling between the lower two QDs. Thus, it is necessary to 
investigate the resonant electronic coupling effect, which will be discussed in the next section. 
4.6.3 Impact of unperturbed/perturbed electronic coupling 
Let us first recapitulate the most three significant factors for the strength of electronic coupling: 
(1) The similar energies of single-QD states for resonance (i.e., resonance condition), (2) the spatial 
overlap of wavefunctions, and (3) the same-sign (in-phase) wavefunction overlap (i.e., symmetry 
condition). In general, the electronic coupling of QDs results in a formation of bonding and 
antibonding electron states, and the total number of formed electron s-orbital state equals to the 
SLN (e.g., one bonding and one antibonding s-orbital states for two coupled QDs). Besides, the 
bonding GS has smaller single-particle energy than the uncoupled single-QD GS, which is the 
reason for unexpected lower GS energy observed in the series “2+1”, neutralizing the strain 
compensating effect. On the other hand, the antibonding state has larger energy compared to the 
uncoupled counterpart. The energy separation between bonding and antibonding states is 
proportional to the coupling strength. 
We can clearly see from Fig. 4.23 in the last subsection that the difference between the 
evolutions of electron and hole GS energies as a function of Ts due to the different coupling 




couplings in the series “2+1” (see the blue lines with triangle marks) are observed in the electron 
GS for thinner spacer, due to the stronger wavefunction spatial overlap; in contrast, basically no 
coupling can be seen in the hole GS even for very small Ts, due to the weaker barrier penetration 
and negligible wavefunction spatial overlap. Moreover, based on the strain distribution shown in 
Fig. 4.21, the unidirectional strain accumulation breaks the symmetry and resonance conditions, 
contributing to the coupling suppression, and thus pushes further the hole GS out of resonance. 
 
Fig. 4.24 Evolution of electron GS energy as a function of Ts in targeted QD for series 
“FCL(1.5+1.2)” and “FCL(1.5+1.8)” at LT, with series “FCL(1.5+1.5)” (i.e. series “2+1” of 
Fig. 4.23) serving as the baseline for the sake of comparison. Insets show the probability 
density (isosurface at 70%) for the electron of each series when Ts = 10 nm. 
 
Fig. 4.25 Evolution of electron GS energy as a function of Ts and θ in targeted QD for series 





Definitely, any perturbation in the electronic coupling conditions, such as the QD size 
inhomogeneity and the misalignment of QD stack, leads to a suppression of electronic coupling, 
even though the mechanisms may be different. Fig. 4.24 shows the coupling suppression effect on 
the electron energies in the targeted QD when the adjacent QD size is perturbed. For the series 
“FCL(1.5+1.2)”, the decrease of electron GS energy (i.e., bonding state) introduced by electronic 
coupling is obviously suppressed by 10 meV for Ts = 5 nm (see the red line with inversed triangle 
marks), compared to the unperturbed “FCL(1.5+1.5)” case. This coupling suppression is related to 
the hampered resonance condition. It is also notable that the wavefunction of the bonding state is 
mostly localized in the targeted QD, due to its larger size than the perturbed QD. In contrast, the 
GS wavefunction is mostly localized in the larger perturbed QD for the series “FCL(1.5+1.8)”, 
resulting in higher optical transition energy in the targeted QD, governed by the antibonding state  
(see the blue line with diamond marks). Compared to the fundamental baseline, the antibonding 
energy is much higher (50 meV) than single-QD “1+1” for Ts = 5 nm, then quickly drops with the 
increase of Ts, getting even lower than single-QD for Ts =15 nm. This finding is probably related 
to the balancing effect between strain coupling and electron coupling. Eventually, a convergence 
to 1.09 eV of perturbed and unperturbed electron energies can be observed for Ts larger than 25 
nm, equivalent to the single-QD electron energy, denoting the vanishing of both coupling effects. 
Fig. 4.25(a) and (b) show the coupled electron GS energies in the targeted QD, perturbed by small 
deviations of adjacent QDs from (001) direction, along (100) and (110) direction, respectively. 
Instead of the hampered resonance condition, this coupling suppression is related to the reduced 
wavefunction spatial overlap. As expected, the evolution of coupling suppression as a function of 
θ for “oblique 2+1” along (110) is more drastic than along (100) (e.g., 6.8 versus 3.5 meV for Ts = 
5 nm when θ varies between 5−30˚), due to the faster decrease of electron wavefunction overlap 
between the lower two QDs. On the other hand, similar trends of dwindling suppression with the 




4.6.4 Impact of vertical coupling on electronic states 
In this subsection, the electronic states for the series “3+1” influenced by various coupling effects 
at low temperature (LT) are investigated, accounting for the situation of a multilayer QD stack. 
There is no “targeted QD” in this subsection; instead, except for the uncapped QD, the lower three 
coupled dots are studied as a whole.  
 
Fig. 4.26 Part of typical eigen-states |𝚿𝒊⟩ (i = 1–6) and corresponding energy levels for series 
“3+1” at LT as (a)−(c) Ts = 5 nm, (d)−(e) Ts = 10 nm, and (f)−(h) Ts = 15 nm, respectively. CB 
and VB-HH denote conduction and heavy-hole band edges, respectively. Double arrowhead 
dashed lines visualize the most significant optical transitions between respective states. Insets 
show the p-orbital probability density |𝚿𝒊|
𝟐 (isosurface at 70%) in 3-D for electron and hole. 
Here we list part of typical eigen-states |Ψ𝑖⟩ (i = 1–6) and the corresponding energy levels, 




in the first, second, and third rows of Fig. 4.26, respectively. On the other hand, the first and second 
columns of Fig. 4.26 present the bonding and antibonding s-orbital states for various Ts. In the first 
column, the single electron has the largest probability of attending in the central QD, since the 
wavefunctions originating from adjacent QDs partially overlap with the middle one. This bonding 
s-orbital state is referred to as |Ψ1⟩ group hereinafter. In the second column, a single electron has 
identical probability of attending in the upper and the lower coupled QD. Thus there are two hole-
states related to the most significant optical transitions, localized in the corresponding QDs. 
Therefore, this antibonding state is regarded as two electron-states in the study of optical properties, 
referred to as |Ψ2⟩ and |Ψ3⟩ groups hereinafter. Note for the bonding p-orbital, the probability of 
attending at the center axis of QD stack is zero, i.e., no wavefunction can be observed as shown in 
Fig. 4.26(c), referred to as |Ψ4⟩ and |Ψ5⟩ groups hereinafter. For Ts = 15 nm, another antibonding 
state with a different wavefunction phase is shown in Fig. 4.26(h), referred to as |Ψ6⟩ group. 
 
Fig. 4.27 Evolution of energy levels close to CB and VB-HH as a function of Ts for series “3+1” 
at LT. A “quasi-continuum band” comprised of antibonding s-orbital |𝚿𝟐⟩/|𝚿𝟑⟩ and bonding 
p-orbital |𝚿𝟒⟩/|𝚿𝟓⟩ for Ts = 5 nm. The area patterned in grey diagonal stripes denotes the 
continuum band in WL. 




each state group. Most strikingly, the energy levels of |Ψ2⟩ ~|Ψ5⟩ are very close to each other, 
forming a “quasi-continuum band” for Ts = 5 nm, as a double spin degeneracy is also taken for 
each state. Theoretically, the “quasi continuum band” concurrently holds advantages of (1) the 
high absorption due to the quantum feature of wavefunction localization, as well as (2) the high 
relative occupation probability resembling a real continuum band, due to a large number of 
accessible states and relaxation channels. Such quasi continuum band does not arise from the 
coupling of single QD and WL states [200] nor QD elongation [201]. On the other hand, the GS 
transition may be severely hampered by two types of phonon-bottleneck effect (1) due to the low-
energy phonons at LT (i.e., random population effect [151]), and (2) the much less accessibility of 
carrier-relaxation paths from ES to GS [202, 203], which also gives rise to stronger ES emission 
than GS, even when not under high injection. In addition, for better clarification, the lowest 
energies in WL as a function of Ts have also been calculated and visualized as patterned areas in 
Fig. 4.27. 
4.6.5 Impact of vertical coupling on gain and PL spectra 
Although various attempts have been made, to interpret and even predict the emission behaviour 
of a specified structure by given SLN and spacer thickness is still a very challenging work [204]. 
For instance, a decrease of spacer thickness in a largely spaced stack results in a reduced 
fundamental transition energy or a red-shifting of PL peak wavelength, which can be interpreted 
resulting from a stronger resonant electronic coupling (e.g., see Ref. [83] and Sec. 4.6.3), or can 
be attributed to a reduced critical thickness for QD formation [205]; however, when reduced further 
to some extent, a further decrease of spacer thickness results in a distinct blue-shifting of PL peak 
wavelength, which has often been observed and reported [55-60, 206]. With respect to this 
intriguing phenomenon, the current interpretations are even more divergent and difficult to validate: 
Although the previous studies attempted to attribute the blue-shifting to the shallowed confinement 




intermixing [58, 59, 207], or to the structural defect [60], or to the growth interruption [205], all 
of them did not quantitatively explain why these effects could overcome the known influence of 
increasing resonant electronic coupling and quantum tunnelling to upper larger-sized QDs. 
Therefore, there is no satisfactory model of QD stack provided for engineering the potential new 
applications to date, which requires a more comprehensive understanding of coupling physics. 
Based on the investigation in the last section, the finding of a group of closely-spaced electronic 
states (i.e., “quasi-continuum band”) or highly degenerate ES above the GS may account for this 
unknown blue-shifting of PL peak wavelength with the decrease in Ts in this subsection. 
To simulate the LT PL spectra and verify the variation of PL peak wavelength induced by the 
enhanced ES emission in the experiments, the occupation probabilities of electron and hole on 
each energy state have to be determined, which requires a rate equation (RE) model. Here, to 
simplify the model, we assume: 
a) A four-level model consists of two confined states for carriers in the InAs QDs (i.e., ES and 
GS), and two states at higher energies represent the lowest edges of continuum band in the 
InAs WL and 1.15Q separate confinement heterostructure (SCH). To fit in the previously 
calculated electronic states with this model for each Ts, the “quasi-continuum band” for the 5-
nm case is considered consisting of an eight-fold degenerate ES (1.08 eV) and a two-fold GS 
(1.026 eV), |Ψ1⟩~|Ψ3⟩ and |Ψ4⟩~|Ψ6⟩ in the 10-nm case are approximated by six-fold ES (1.11 
eV) and GS (1.072 eV), respectively. 
b) A 532-nm laser beam serves as PL excitation for the electron-hole pair generation, the same as 
that of Refs [55] and [56]. The excitation power density (unit: W/cm2) is converted into the 
form of equivalent current density (unit: A/cm2) via photon flux to fit in with the rate equation 
model, as it is assumed that each incident photon will excite an electron-hole pair. 
c) The electron and hole dynamics are correlated (excitonic approximation), thus in this work, 
the electron and hole occupation probabilities are not independent for any dot. 




e) TE-polarized spontaneous emission dominates the PL spectrum in multilayered QDs with flat 
truncated-pyramidal dots, due to the fact that the highest hole states involved in PL emission 
are occupied by the heavy hole [208]. 
Table 4.4 Main parameters used in the RE & TDTW models. 
Quantity Values 
Material parameters 
Temperature T 20 K 
SCH-WL separation ∆𝐸SCH−WL
𝑒  
14 meV (5-nm case) 
5 meV (10-nm case) 
WL-ES separation ∆𝐸WL−ES
𝑒  
67 meV (5-nm case) 
46 meV (10-nm case) 
Number of QD groups N 15 
Interband transition ℏ𝜔𝑖ES for i = (N + 1)/2 
0.835 eV (5-nm case) 
0.865 eV (10-nm case) 
Interband transition ℏ𝜔𝑖GS for i = (N + 1)/2 
0.766 eV (5-nm case) 
0.813 eV (10-nm case) 
FCL thickness HQD 1.5 nm 
Effective refractive index η 3.5755 
Number of QD layers Nl 3 
QD surface density ND 3×1010 cm-2 
State degeneracy Dm for m = ES, GS 
8, 2 (5-nm case) 
6, 6 (10-nm case) 
Homogeneous linewidth ℏΓ  10 meV 
Inhomogeneous broadening FWHM ΔE 45 meV 
Dipole matrix element dm for m = ES, GS 0.34, 0.36 e∙nm 
Relaxation time 𝜏c
𝑚 for m = WL, ES, GS 3, 3, 1 ps 
Spontaneous emission coupling factor 𝛽sp 1 × 10-4 
Intrinsic waveguide loss 𝛼𝑖 17 cm-1 
Sample parameters 
Lateral size of the device (QD layer width) W 2.5 μm 
Length of sample L 456 μm 
Field confinement factor Γxy  0.06 
Power reflectivity 𝑟0
2, 𝑟𝐿
2 0, 0 
 
Based on those assumptions, a model with a full set of REs [Eqs. (3.17)−(3.20)] coupled with 
a forward/backward propagation of optical wave can be built up based on the TDTW model [Eqs. 
(3.24), (3.25)]; PL measurement is generally conducted before the formation of any laser cavity so 




iteratively, the occupation probabilities 𝜌𝑖𝑚
𝑒,ℎ in steady-state can be obtained, so that the optical gain 
spectrum g(ω) and PL emission spectrum IPL(ω) can be calculated [Eqs. (3.5)−(3.7)]. The main 
parameters used in this simulation are given in Table 4.4. Note the time constant 𝜏c
𝑚 are not 
specifically chosen. Therefore, the random population effect is omitted in this work. 
 
Fig. 4.28 Evolution of calculated optical gain and PL spectra for: (a) and (b) Ts = 5, and (c) 
and (d) Ts = 10 nm at LT, when the excitation power density varies between 1.23 and 2.46 
W/cm2. 
The evolution of calculated LT spectra g(ω) and IPL(ω) for the 5-nm and 10-nm cases are shown 
in Fig. 4.28, when the excitation power density increases from 1.23 to 2.46 W/cm2. With respect 
to the optical gain spectra g(ω) for the 5-nm and 10-nm cases, as shown in Fig. 4.28(a) and (c), at 
first (e.g., 1.64 W/cm2) optical gains only occur for GS transitions, while ES transitions at higher 
energies are absorbing in both cases; nevertheless, distinct behaviors are observed with the 




much faster than GS, and the transparency energy (i.e., the energy where the gain is zero, equals 
to the internal quasi-Fermi level separation [11]) moves toward the ES transition energy very 
rapidly. By contrast, the majority of injected energy goes to populate the GS for 10-nm case instead 
of ES due to their equal degeneracies, and the relaxation time from ES to GS is much shorter 
compared with the radiative recombination time for spontaneous emission. 
This distinction of the spontaneous emission spectra IPL(ω) between the 5-nm and 10-nm cases 
can also be seen in Fig. 4.28(b) and (d): As the injection increases, an increasing fraction of the 
emission comes from the ES; eventually, ES emission accounts for the majority of the emission. 
By contrast, the ES is not populated, and only GS emission continues to grow for the 10-nm case 
throughout the process. Thus, we can conclude that the ES for the 5-nm case is easier to populate 
at low injection level, compared to a case with larger Ts. 
 
Fig. 4.29 LT PL peak wavelength as a function of Ts for the series “1+0”, “1+1”, and “3+1”. 
Moreover, it can be expected that the majority of the emissions for all the Ts larger than 10 nm 
are only provided by the GS transition. Therefore, the LT PL peak wavelength as a function of Ts 
for the series “3+1” can be drawn, as shown in Fig. 4.29. Phenomenologically, a blueshift of 40 
nm can be observed as Ts decreases from 10 to 5 nm. In contrast, the blueshift for series “1+0” due 
to the electron localization effect is 10 nm, and there is no blueshift for series “1+1”. 
This finding (i.e. potential sole lasing at “quasi-continuum” ES in FP EELs with closely-




performance semiconductor laser devices with closely stacked QDs, avoiding the degradation of 
dot density and dot size homogeneity induced by fairly-spaced dot layers (e.g., see Refs. [198] and 
[35]), and without suffering from the unwanted decrease of fundamental transition energy induced 
by resonant electronic coupling; but also, more importantly, it may help the design of laser diodes 
emitting solely on ES, which have currently attracted a lot of attention due to its smaller linewidth 
enhancement factor (LEF) and better modulation response [209]. A detailed analysis will be given 
in Sec. 5.4. 
4.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have developed a SAQD modeling method, including a detailed description of 
the two-step elastic strain analysis in Secs. 4.2−4.4. The model can be applied to the calculations 
of electronic band structure for this semiconductor nanostructure with various shapes, sizes, and 
barrier layer compositions. The simulation results from this accurate model quantitatively agree 
better with previously reported experimental RT PL results, owing to the ability to reproduce a 
practical self-assembly epitaxy growth process with double-capping procedure better than the 
conventional one-step model. Based on the accurate model, we have also studied the effect of 
different capping thickness on single QD, and an electron energy decrease is found, introduced by 
reduced electron localization when the capping thickness is increased from 5 to 10 nm. The effect 
of different barrier composition has been systematically studied for the first time. 
After investigating the lateral coupling in terms of inter-dot distance in a QD ensemble in Sec. 
4.5, this two-step model has been extended into a multi-step model in Sec. 4.6. In this section, we 
have systematically investigated the vertical coupling in a QD ensemble in terms of the dependence 
between the main structural parameters such as spacer thickness and dot layers’ number, and the 
optical properties affected by the coupling among dots, by applying our accurate modeling method 
to various unperturbed and perturbed stacked InP-based QD structures. We have carefully 




upper and lower QDs. By comparing the asymmetric strain ϵzz obtained by our model with the 
symmetric one obtained by the conventional model, a more realistic unidirectional strain 
accumulation in QD stack is found, from lowermost to uppermost. For the three-layer stack, an 
unexpected 40 meV decrease of electron energy is found, introduced by enhanced resonant 
electronic coupling when QDs are closely stacked. Various small perturbations are introduced into 
the three-layer stack to study the coupling suppression. Eventually, the four-layer stack has been 
elaborately investigated, and a “quasi-continuum band” comprised of bonding and antibonding 
states is observed for the closely stacked QDs. A set of REs coupled with a TDTW equation are 
used to simulate this specific case, and a 40-nm blueshift of LT PL peak is found as Ts decreases 
from 10 to 5 nm, which resembles the intriguing phenomenon reported in the experiments. 
Furthermore, our calculations predict that the majority of the emission is provided by the ES 
transition for closely stacked QDs, and this finding may pave the way for designing the high-
performance laser devices operating on ES. 
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Corresponding to Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3 shows the impact of the CBE profiles in (110) and (11̅0) 
directions at the two positions indicated in Fig. 5.2. It is clearly shown that there is a larger lifting 
of energy at the bottom of the potential well at the position closer to the InAs/GaP interface, as 
shown in Fig. 5.3(a), while much smaller difference is observed in Fig. 5.3(b) at the position further 
away from the interface. It is believed that the shallowed depth of potential well probably leads to 
a PL wavelength blue-shifting. Moreover, this impact is brought by the strain field induced by the 
GaP sublayer. 
5.2.2 Simulated tunable range 
The influence of the GaP sublayer on the RT PL characteristics of the QDs is shown in Fig. 5.4. 
The calculated tunable ranges with the GaP sublayer (lower patterned area) also agree well with 
the measured PL peak wavelengths in [35]. Moreover, according to the simulations, a blue-shift of 
around 70 nm is observed by simply inserting 0.28 nm GaP sublayer, which shows a high 
efficiency of wavelength blue-shifting. The simulation results show that the PL peak wavelength 
blue-shifting still occurs without including this As/P exchange into the calculation, i.e. the identical 
geometries and settings are applied to both models. Indeed, the change brought by the sublayer 
only occurs in strain field or confinement potential profile. Definitely, this finding will benefit to 
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Fig. 5.4 Calculated tunable ranges without (upper) and with (lower) GaP sublayer, comparing 
with measurements to the samples without (upper) and with (lower) a 0.28 nm GaP sublayer 
beneath in [35], respectively.  
It is also found in Fig. 5.4 that the QD base diameter is varied in 35−40 nm without the GaP 
sublayer, and in 30–35 nm with the GaP sublayer. This is consistent with the finding of the 
statistical distribution of lateral sizes of QDs in [35]. The GaP sublayer seems to reduce the 
dispersion of dot base sizes and prevent the lateral overgrowth. 
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Fig. 5.5 Calculated tunable range of RT PL peak wavelengths emitted from the dots with 
varying dot heights and GaP sublayer thicknesses. 
Fig. 5.5 gives the calculated ultra-broadband tunable range of gain at RT. It can be clearly 
observed that for the case without the sublayer, the maximum shifting range to shorter peak 
wavelengths is ~130 nm, with the peak wavelengths varied from 1512 to 1642 nm as the dot height 




varied as shown in Fig. 5.5. It is seen that more shifting range for a shorter peak wavelengths is 
obtained. For the GaP sublayer thickness with 1.09 ML, the shifting range to the shorter peak 
wavelengths has additional ~65 nm, i.e. totally 195 nm shifting range of peak wavelengths, with 
the peak wavelength down to 1447 nm at h of 1.5 nm, which corresponds to a 50% enhancement. 
5.3 Promoting Ultra-Broad Gain 
It is possible to obtain a broadband optical gain by multiple QD active layers with unequal 
thickness, referred to as chirped structure [42, 44, 45], which was based on varied dot height only 
to date. In fact, by our findings in this work, the wavelength tunability/blue-shifting can be further 
enhanced if the advantage brought by varied sublayers can also be taken into consideration. Indeed, 
by using additional GaP sublayers in the structure, the emission peak is shifted to shorter 
wavelength range, which is preferable in InAs/InP self-assembled QD case. 
 
Fig. 5.6 Schematic cross-sectional diagrams of chirped active structures with chirped dot 
heights only (left) and with both chirped dot heights and chirped sublayer thicknesses (right). 
In the second chirped structure, the thicknesses of GaP sublayers dsub 1, 2, and 3 are 1.09, 
1.09, and 0.62 ML, respectively. 
Based on the simulation results of RT PL peak wavelength for both cases (without and with a 
GaP sublayer) in Fig. 5.5, an improved structure revealing the advantage of combined techniques 
30 nm InGaAsP spacer
2.7 nm InAs QD
2.4 nm InAs QD
2.1 nm InAs QD
1.8 nm InAs QD
1.5 nm InAs QD
dsub3
30 nm InGaAsP spacer
2.7 nm InAs QD
2.1 nm InAs QD
2.1 nm InAs QD
1.8 nm InAs QD






(chirped dot heights and chirped sublayer thicknesses) is presented in Fig. 5.6. The conventional 
chirped structure on the left only consists of five non-identical InAs QD active layers with the FCL 
thicknesses of 1.5, 1.8, 2.1, 2.4, and 2.7 nm. On the other hand, the improved chirped structure on 
the right consists of five non-identical dot layers with the FCL thicknesses of 1.5, 1.8, 2.1, 2.1, and 
2.7 nm, as well as three non-identical GaP sublayers underneath the lower three dot-layers with 
sublayer thicknesses of 1.09, 1.09, and 0.62 ML, with the other two dot-layers without sublayer 
underneath. The thickness of spacer is fixed to 30 nm between WLs for both structures.  
 
Fig. 5.7 Comparison of simulated gain spectra in conventional and improved structure, 
respectively. Base diameter of QDs in simulation is 30 nm. 
Table 5.1 Parameters of QD layers used in calculation 
Quantity Values 
Transverse optical confinement factors Γxy 
(1.5, 1.8, 2.1, 2.4, 2.7 nm FCL) 
0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.035, 0.038 
State degeneracy DGS 2 
QD surface density Nd 3×1014 m-2 
Refractive index η 3.5755 
Number of QD groups N 15 
Homogeneous linewidth ℏΓ 10 meV 
Inhomogeneous broadening ΔE 70, 60 meV 
Dipole matrix element dGS 0.285e∙nm 
 
Assuming the conduction band for confined GS is full, i.e. 𝜌𝑖GS
𝑒,ℎ = 1, the gain spectrum of a 
single QD layer with a specific FCL thickness can be calculated by Eq. (3.5). All parameters used 




help of the peak wavelengths found in Fig. 5.5. Fig. 5.7(a) presents five colored/patterned curves 
peaking at the wavelengths of 1512, 1547, 1580, 1611, and 1642 nm, denoting the corresponding 
gain spectrum of each dot layers of the conventional structure. The FWHM of total gain (bold 
black solid line) is 184.6 nm, centered at the wavelength of 1580 nm. On the other hand, Fig. 5.7(b) 
shows the corresponding gain spectra of the improved structure with peak wavelengths of 1447, 
1483, 1535, 1580, and 1642 nm, respectively. The FWHM of gain spectral bandwidth reaches 
245.7 nm in total, corresponding to a 30% enhancement. Furthermore, the peak wavelength is 
blue-shifted to around 1510 nm, which is preferable for the application of C-band. On top of the 
MLLs, this design methodology can also be implemented in fabricating tunable lasers and SOAs, 
etc. 
5.4 Promoting Two-State Lasing 
Two-state lasing, i.e., coherent lights simultaneously emit at two distinct wavelengths 
corresponding to QD GS and first ES, was achieved only using QDs [155]. Therefore, two-state 
lasing is a unique feature of QD-based semiconductor lasers and has been intensively studied over 
the past decade. For instance, in comparison to GS emission, QD lasers operating on ES exhibit 
lower RIN and phase noise accompanied by near-zero LEF [209-211], as well as broader 
modulation bandwidth [212, 213]. Even, GS emission itself can also benefit from the two-state 
lasing in terms of dynamic stability and modulation capability [214, 215]. Moreover, mode-locking 
could be achieved via the two-state lasing [216, 217]. 
Nevertheless, two-state lasing is generally observed in InAs/GaAs QD lasers with a single [155, 
212, 218-221], or two-section structure [216, 217, 222-224]. In contrast, it is still a challenging 
work to obtain a stable two-state lasing experimentally for InAs/InP lasers. Platz et al. 
demonstrated that, for InP-based QDs at RT, two-state lasing was only achieved under optical 
injection, and sole GS lasing was observed under CW electrical bias [225]. It was implied that it 




emission was not observed by Moreau et al. [226], even with the help of p-doping in barrier layers. 
To understand two-state lasing, there have been some reported works to theoretically study the 
two-state lasing [94, 153], and those works have mainly focused on the two-state lasing under 
optical injection. Thus, the physics that leads to the absence of ES lasing for InAs/InP QDs has not 
been understood yet. 
Two-state lasing behavior is generally related to the phonon-bottleneck effect [155], which 
refers to a phenomenon that the intraband (e.g. ES to GS) carrier-relaxation process is hampered. 
In InAs/InP QDs, the GS transitions may be severely hampered by two types of phonon-bottleneck 
effect due to (1) the low-energy phonons at LT (i.e. random population effect [151]), and (2) much 
reduced carrier-relaxation probabilities from ES to GS due to Pauli blocking, determined by the 
ES to GS degeneracy ratio. Moreover, it was also found that a thin spacer layer results in high ES 
to GS degeneracy ratio in LT QDs (Sec. 4.6). It would be expected that high degeneracy ratio 
resulting from a reduction of spacer thickness between QD layers at RT (i.e. random population 
effect is omitted) may occur too, and thus the ES lasing is enabled due to the bottleneck effect. 
Enabling ES lasing at RT is important for long-haul communications, because not only (1) GS 
lasers based on self-assembled InAs/InP QDs inherently emit at 1.60~1.65 μm at RT, while the ES 
emission consequently provides an alternative solution back to C-band wavelength [227], but also 
(2) the reduction of the spacer thickness is beneficial to dot uniformity, dot density, dot alignment 
[198], and modulation performance [213, 228].  
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By solving a 3D Schrödinger equation 𝐻Ψ𝑖 = 𝐸𝑖Ψ𝑖, six lowest electron energy levels E1−6 as 
a function of the spacer thickness Ts between QD layers are calculated and shown in Fig. 5.8(c). 
The most striking observation is a large energy splitting between binding states (solid lines) and 
anti-binding states (dotted lines) for small Ts, resulting from the resonant electronic coupling. The 
splitting becomes smaller with the increase of Ts, originated from the lifted energy levels of the 
binding s- (squares) and p-like (circles) states and the dropped counterparts of the anti-binding. 
The splitting is undistinguishable for Ts ≈ 20 nm and eventually vanishes for Ts = 30 nm. Moreover, 
the anti-binding s-orbital |Ψ2⟩ (red dotted line with empty squares) crosses with the two binding 
p-orbitals |Ψ3⟩ and |Ψ4⟩ (blue solid lines with circles) for Ts ≈ 10 nm, resulting in a mixture of 
many states or “quasi continuum band” at an energy level of ~1.049 eV (a double spin degeneracy 
taken for each state). Therefore, Fig. 5.8(c) clearly illustrates that the ES degeneracy (six-fold) can 
be increased significantly by using a thin spacer layer, and thus the phonon bottleneck effect and 
sequential ES lasing can be enhanced. 
5.4.2 Macroscopic modeling 
To predict and compare the lasing behaviors in a single-section FP QD laser for the two specific 
cases of Ts = 10 and 30 nm (referred to as 10-nm/30-nm case hereinafter), a simplified four-level 
RE model is used, which consists of two QD-confined states (i.e. ES and GS), and two states on 
the lowest edges of continuum band located in WL and 1.15Q SCH, coupled with a pair of 
forward/backward propagating electric fields, same as given in Sec. 4.6.5. The optical spectra are 
obtained by the numerical Fourier transform of output electric field 𝐸out(𝑡) = √1 − 𝑟𝐿
2𝐸+(𝐿, 𝑡) at 
the front cavity facet in the last 120 ns of simulations. Note since there was no GS quenching 
observed in measurement [225], in contrast to InAs/GaAs system [158, 229], we assume here that 
the electron/hole dynamics in InAs/InP QDs are totally symmetric. Part of the main parameters 





Table 5.2 Main parameters used in the macroscopic model at RT. 
Quantity Values 
Temperature T 300 K 
WL-ES separation ∆𝐸WL−ES
𝑒  28 meV (10-nm case) 
23 meV (30-nm case) 
Interband transition ℏ𝜔𝑖ES for i = (N + 1)/2 0.805 eV (10-nm case) 
0.821 eV (30-nm case) 
Interband transition ℏ𝜔𝑖GS for i = (N + 1)/2 0.755 eV (10-nm case) 
0.776 eV (30-nm case) 
State degeneracy Dm for m = ES, GS 6, 2 (10-nm case) 
8, 4 (30-nm case) 
Inhomogeneous broadening FWHM ΔE 35, 40 meV 
Ridge width W 2.5 μm 
Cavity length L 456 μm 
Power reflectivity r02, rL2 99%, 33% 
 
5.4.3 Dual lasing condition and characterization 
In this subsection, we report simulation results for a 456 μm long FP laser with a cold cavity free 
spectral range (FSR) of 92 GHz. The simulated optical spectra at various levels of CW bias currents 
ranging from 1 to 6 times of threshold currents (Ith) for the 10-/30-nm case and IHB levels of 
FWHM ΔE = 35 and 40 meV are depicted in Fig. 5.9(a)−(d), which illustrate four cases: (a) high 
bottleneck effect plus low IHB, (b) high bottleneck effect plus high IHB, (c) low bottleneck effect 
plus low IHB, and (d) low bottleneck effect plus high IHB. The calculated Ith are shown in the 
insets of Fig. 5.9. There are three obvious distinctions exhibited from the normalized optical 





Fig. 5.9 Evolution of simulated optical spectra as a function of bias current at RT for Ts=10 
(a)−(b) and 30 nm (c)−(d) with IHB of FWHM ΔE = 35 and 40 meV, and (e) the total L-I 
characteristics for 10- (solid) and 30-nm (dashed) with IHB FWHM ΔE = 35 (blue) and 40 
meV (red). The red patterned spectrum in (a) indicates the onset of two-state lasing at λ ≈ 
1560 nm (ES) and λ ≈ 1640 nm (GS) at 2Ith; the inset in (b) shows the zoom-in evolution at 
bias ranging from 25 to 29 mA; the insets in (d) illustrate the distinctive output power in 
time- (left) and frequency-domain (right) at 5.5Ith; and the insets in (e) depict the zoom-in 
total (upper left) and corresponding state-resolved L-I characteristics. 
1) By comparing Fig. 5.9(a) and (b) with (c) and (d), the two-state lasing at λ ≈ 1560 nm (ES) and 
λ ≈ 1640 nm (GS) only exists in the 10-nm case [Fig. 5.9(a)−(b)], which shows the impact of 
the bottleneck effect and thus incomplete gain clamping of GS [155, 230], due to an increase 
of the ES to GS degeneracy ratio (i.e. 3:1). In contrast, for the 30-nm case [Fig. 5.9(c)−(d)], 
sole GS lasing around 1600 nm is observed only, which reproduces the electroluminescence 
(EL) result in Ref. [225]. This is due to a relatively smaller ES to GS degeneracy ratio (i.e. 2:1) 
at a larger Ts. Therefore, a thin spacer layer enhances ES lasing. 
2) By comparing Fig. 5.9(a) and (b) for both with a high bottleneck effect, shown in Fig. 5.9(a) 




the observations of most experiments [155, 212, 216, 218-224], and the photoluminescence 
(PL) results in Ref. [225], i.e. first GS at Ith and then simultaneous GS plus ES lasing at ~2Ith 
(patterned in red) are achieved. When I ≈ 3Ith (patterned in purple) the peak power of ES 
emission starts to exceed GS. In contrast, high bottleneck effect plus high IHB in Fig. 5.9(b) 
leads to a reversal of the emission-state-transition similar to Ref. [217], i.e. the onset of stable 
ES lasing instead. The ES emission is always higher than GS in peak power for this case. To 
further clarify the emission contribution of each state, it is necessary to isolate ES and GS 
emission and calculate each state-resolved output power. This process is done by filtering the 
output electric field 𝐸out(𝑡) of stable ES and GS emission at uncoated facet for each bias level, 
with Hanning windows of suitable width (e.g. 8 × FSR) centered at the ES and GS lasing 
frequency, then time-averaging the state-resolved temporal power 𝑃𝑚(𝑡) = (1 −
𝑟𝐿
2)|𝐸𝑚
+(𝐿, 𝑡)|2 where m = ES, and GS. The state-resolved L-I characteristics are depicted in 
the other two insets of Fig. 5.9(e). Compared to the high bottleneck effect plus low IHB (blue 
line with marks in lower inset), the high IHB (red line with marks in upper right inset) leads to 
much smaller ES threshold Ith-ES (25 versus 42 mA) and suppressed GS power PGS (almost a 
half at ~ 3Ith). Therefore QDs with larger ΔE is favorable for ES lasing. This reversal may be 
interpreted as follows: The differential gain is inversely proportional to the IHB level, and the 
ES leads to much higher differential gain than GS. In other words, GS suffers significantly 
more than ES from larger dot-size-dispersion for providing sufficient gain to overcome the 
intra-cavity loss, leading to a decrease in GS lasing probability; on the other hand, the 
intermediate subbands located in GS and ES emission overlapping, which is made up of the 
emissions from GS of small-size QDs and ES of large-size QDs, are enhanced by expansion 
of the GS and ES emission overlapping, which arises from enlarged IHB. These intermediate 
subbands serve bridges, which result in a higher carrier escape rate from GS to ES, and thereby 
an increased probability of ES lasing. 




intermediate subbands for the 30-nm case is discovered. The consistent absence of ES lasing 
(no beam at λ ≈ 1510 nm) is observed in Fig. 5.9(c) and (d) due to the low ES to GS degeneracy 
ratio and sequential insufficient bottleneck effect. Fig. 5.9(c) shows that a low IHB always 
leads to single wavelength operation. However, for a high IHB shown in Fig. 5.9(d), for bias 
below 5Ith, single wavelength emission occurs only, and for a bias at 5.5Ith, a very broad optical 
spectrum in frequency domain [see right inset of Fig. 5.9(d)] and a pulse train in time domain 
are obtained, i.e. multi-wavelength operation [see left inset of Fig. 5.9(d), for comparison, 
optical power vs. time for a bias of 3Ith also shown by red line]. The self-generation of new 
side longitudinal modes originated from amplified spontaneous emissions in Fig. 5.9(d) may 
be attributed to the carrier redistribution that arises from enhanced gain of intermediate 
subbands and the nonlinear interaction (e.g. spatial hole burning, cascading four-wave mixing, 
etc.) between electric field and gain medium [98]. This simulated self-pulsing behavior 
resembles the experimental observations [231], which may account for triggering of self-
generated mode-locking in single-section QD FP lasers under CW bias. 
Fig. 5.10 shows calculated minimum 3-dB spectral linewidth for Ts of 10- (GS plus ES) and 
30-nm (GS mainly) and ΔE of 35 (i.e. low IHB) and 40 (i.e. high IHB) meV. By comparison of 
Fig. 5.10(a) and (b), the phase noise induced by the amplified spontaneous emissions at side 
longitudinal modes or other “dark” states without lasing (off-resonant) [232] is obtained by directly 
tracking the minimum linewidth [233], provided by the fundamental lasing line at maximum gain 
peak. A small minimum linewidth is achievable for Ts = 10 nm (high bottleneck effect) in Fig. 5.10 





Fig. 5.10 Calculated spectral linewidth as a function of bias current at RT for 10- (blue) and 
30-nm (red) case with IHB of FWHM (a) ΔE = 35 and (b) 40 meV. The inset in (b) compares 
the minimum linewidth of the two cases at 10Ith, which confirms the linewidth rebroadening 
under high injection for the sole GS lasing with larger dot-size-dispersion. 
However, for Ts = 30 nm (i.e. low bottleneck effect) in Fig. 5.10(a) (red line with triangles), 
i.e. low bottleneck effect plus low IHB, GS lasing linewidth is not affected significantly by ES 
spontaneous emission. The stably small linewidth is probably due to the relatively large energy 
separation between GS and off-resonant ES [232]. In contrast, Fig. 5.10(b) (red line with triangles) 
shows that high IHB leads to significant fluctuations and some drastic rises of minimum linewidth 
with increasing bias current, which suggests that the phase noise is considerably induced by the 
self-generated side longitudinal modes since the intermediate subbands are much closer to GS. 
The increasing tendency of minimum linewidth can be interpreted: Higher bias induces higher 
nonlinearities and thus more off-resonant subbands are involved in amplified emissions. The 
simulated linewidth rebroadening is in agreement with measurements [234-236], indicating the 
fact that the minimum achievable linewidth is indeed limited by the joint action of IHB and 
nonlinear effects. Note additional nonlinearities, such as gain compression are intentionally 
excluded from the simulation. If included, then self-pulsing and linewidth rebroadening could 
occur under even lower (just above threshold) bias [99]. 
In the following, we report simulation results of RIN at CW bias of up to 288 mA for a better 




spectrum [RIN(f)] and integrated RIN (iRIN) are given by [98, 233]: 
𝑅𝐼𝑁(𝑓) =






where ℱ{∙} denotes the Fourier transform operator, 〈∙〉 indicates the time-average operator and B 
represents the electrical bandwidth ranging from 10 MHz to 10 GHz. 
 
Fig. 5.11 Calculated integrated RIN as a function of bias current at RT for 10- (blue) and 30-
nm (red) case with IHB of FWHM 40 meV. The inset compares RIN spectra of the two cases 
at 10Ith. 
We first compare the integrated RIN, as shown in Fig. 5.11, for low and high bottleneck effect 
when both operating in the few-wavelength regime, i.e. below 5Ith (80 mA) for 30-nm case and 
below 6.5Ith (156 mA) for 10-nm case: Both of two cases exhibit a rapid decrease of integrated 
RIN with increasing bias current, due to an increasing average optical power in the beginning; then 
the integrated RIN from 10-nm case stays steadily after reaching to −140 dBc/Hz at bias of 36 mA, 
while 30-nm case exhibits a consistently reduced integrated RIN down to −197 dBc/Hz at bias of 
60 mA. This ultra-low RIN from the latter case thanks to its CW output power. However, with 
stronger nonlinearities induced by increasing bias, different behaviors are shown in the multi-
wavelength regime: A drastically increased integrated RIN up to around −110 dBc/Hz is shown in 
the 30-nm case, while the integrated RIN from 10-nm case keeps below −130 dBc/Hz and at least 
20 dB lower than that with low bottleneck effect (e.g. see inset of Fig. 5.11 for RIN spectra 




linewidth, revealing that RIN and phase noise are linked to each other [237]. 
5.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the impact of the sublayer on gain spectrum blue-shifting is first analyzed. It is 
found that the sublayer provides enhanced quantum confinement rather than stronger Ga–P bond 
or thereby smaller QD size. Thus, additional freedom is introduced for engineering the emission 
peak wavelength as well as the total gain spectral bandwidth by precisely managing sublayer. The 
physic model has been applied to generate an ultra-broadband gain spectrum of up to 245.7 nm, as 
an example, by managing GaP sublayer with a chirped QD structures, corresponding to a 30% 
enhancement compared to no sublayer. Moreover, the combination of sublayer thickness 
optimization and double-capping technique can offer more freedom in the fabrications of QD-
based devices. 
Then, by simulating the three-stack InAs/InP QDs with different spacer thickness of 10 and 30 
nm, and with different in-plane inhomogeneity of the dot, we show that increasing the 
inhomogeneity with narrow spacer, it is possible to achieve simultaneous dual-state lasing from 
GS and ES of QDs under CW current injection. Moreover, we also analyzed the linewidth and RIN 
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4) The impact of the ultra-thin GaP sublayer is then investigated by developing a novel three-step 
modeling method. Omitting the As/P exchange effect, the blue-shifting of PL peak is still 
predicted in agreement with the measurements. This suggests that the sublayer provides 
enhanced quantum confinement rather than stronger Ga–P bond or thereby smaller QD size. 
5) An improved chirped multi-layer structure is proposed based on the simulation results of the 
sublayer, through joint action of well-designed variation in both QD height and sublayer 
thickness. An ultra-broadband gain spectrum of up to 245.7 nm is obtained in the simulation, 
corresponding to a 30% enhancement compared to no sublayer. With better manageable and 
broader gain coverage, this improved chirped structure is expected, preferably in various 
applications such as MLL and SOA, etc. 
6) In terms of lateral coupling in the QD ensemble, the impacts of inter-dot distance in paralleled 
and tilted coupling are studied, as well as the size homogeneity. An obvious tendency from all 
results is shown that the PDF of lowest electron state (i.e. the first bonding state) is more likely 
to be localized in bigger dots, therefore the most of photoemission of GS is considered from 
bigger dots of a layer; while the opposite conclusion can be drawn when comes to the first 
antibonding state, that the PDF of which tends to stay in smaller QDs within one layer. 
7) In terms of vertical coupling in QD ensemble, the impacts of inter-dot distance controlled by 
spacer thickness are studied by extending the two-step model into the multi-step model, thus 
the realistic unidirectional strain accumulation is reproduced in better agreement with 
measurements, arising from the uneven strain distribution at upper and lower regions in barrier 
of QD layer. Apart from strain coupling, the resonant electronic coupling is considered another 
important factor. Thus a variety of perturbed and unperturbed structures are simulated. 
Particularly, the results of three-layer stack shows an eight-fold degenerate ES (mixing of 
bonding and antibonding states) at 1.08 eV regarded as a “quasi-continuum band” which may 
account for the unknown blue-shifting of PL peak with reduced spacer thickness in 




8) The macroscopic modeling approaches are applied to this QD stack, and our assumption about 
the dependence between spacer thickness and emission peak shifting is confirmed: A blueshift 
of 40 nm is observed as Ts decreases from 10 to 5 nm, which is not found in isolated QD model. 
9) Based on this finding, a deeply-buried three-layer QD stack is modeled, in which the highly 
degenerate ES (or high bottleneck effect) is found at the spacer thickness of 10 nm. In this 
device simulation (i.e. a 456 μm long FP EEL with cold cavity FSR of 92 GHz), the effect of 
IHB is also considered. The results show that, in order to obtain two-state lasing under CW 
electrical pumping, the sufficiently high bottleneck effect is a prerequisite. In addition, this 
dual lasing benefits from fairly high IHB level, as the onset of sole ES lasing is at 
comparatively lower bias. We also compare GS and ES in terms of spectral linewidth and RIN, 
and the results show that ES lasing has better performance (i.e. at least 20 dB lower in RIN) at 
higher bias (I ≥ 100 mA). 
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
Although thorough analysis and sufficient results have been presented to provide guidelines to 
realize new features in QD-based lasers, there is still some future work based on the analysis 
enclosed in this thesis, which is recommended as follows to enrich the work further: 
1) Taking into account the variation in the inhomogeneity across the stacks (i.e. different ΔE for 
each stack) as with the thin barrier layer the overgrown QDs would be significantly influenced 
by the below grown QD layer during the actual growth. 
2) Taking into account the joining of sublayer into the stacks, including a variety of cases with 
fixed or varied thickness, evenly or unevenly, to see the modified localization of envelope 
function across the stacked QD layers and its effect on the QD system. For instance, although 
not being displayed in this thesis, the deeply-buried three-layer stack (Sec. 5.4.1) shows that 
the envelope function (or PDF) of GS is mostly localized in the upper two QD layers. Therefore, 




preliminary simulation results, the joining of sublayer results in a downwards shifting of 
localization in the PDF of GS across the stacks, which theoretically enhances the efficiency. 
3) Taking into account the resonant electronic coupling in the chirped structure when these 
chirped QD layers are closely stacked, since the variation of QD height across the stack is 
regarded as a perturbation for electronic coupling, and the interplay in between will make the 
problem more complex. In addition, at this stage, the growth order of chirped layers may play 
an important role, which is closely related to the localization of PDF across the stack. Indeed, 
although being neglected in this work (Sec. 5.3), the actual chirped structures utilized as active 
region in diode lasers face the same efficiency problem even the dot layers being fairly 
separated (e.g. 30 nm), since the layers with smaller dots might not have any photoemission at 
all even at very high current injection. 
4) Taking into account the intraband transitions (e.g. ES-GS and WL-ES) as the transition matrix 
element is related to the capture and escape rates in REs [Eqs. (3.17)−(3.20)] between these 
band. The expressions of these rates can replace the time constants of the RE model to see their 
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